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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
April 2, 1968
All Members of the Faculty

To:
From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

April Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
April 2, in Mitchell Hall 101 at 4: 00 p .rn.
The agenda will include the following i terns:

l.

Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Kenneth M.
Chapman -- Professor Bunting.

2.

E~ection of five regular members (for two-year terms) and
five alternates (for one-year terms) to the 1968-69
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. The five candidates
receiving the highest number of votes will be designated
regular members with two-year terms; the five receiving the
next highest number will be alternates with one-year terms.
The following valid nominations were made at the March 12th
meeting. Since no additional nominations were submitted to
the Secretary, this is the final list of nominees:
Cottrell (Civil Engineering)
Crenshaw (Nursing)
Dabney (History)
Drummond (Elem. Education}
Edgel (Business Admin.)
Epstein (Math. & Statistics)
Green (Physics & Astronomy)
Ivins (Secondary Education)

3.

Kelly (Elec. Engineering)
LeBaron (Biochemistry)
M. May (Civil Engineering)
Papcsy (Health, P.E., & Rec.)
Pickett (English)
Schlegel (Architecture)
Therkildsen (Economics)

Proposed amendment of the Faculty Constitution relative to
a quorum -- Professor Alexander for the Policy Committee.
(Statement attached.)
' (NOTE: The constitution provides that amendments
require a two-thirds vote of the Voting Faculty present
and voting and must lie on the table for thirty dars
before final action. Ratification by the Regents is
also necessary
The amendment was introduced at the
March 12, 1968: meeting of the Faculty and is now
returned for final action.)

4.
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Replacement on a standing committee -- Professor Alexander.
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5.

Recommended change, by the College of Engineering, in
requirements for the master's degree -- Dean Springer,
for the Graduate Committee.(Statement attached.)

6.

Proposal for a doctoral program in political science
Dean Springer. (Statement attached.)

7,

Proposal for a doctoral program in Romance languages -Dean Springer~ (Statement attached.)

B.

Student course-evaluation proposal -- Professor Campbell
for the Committee on the University. (Statement attachec!.)

Enclosure: Summarized Minutes of Meeting of March 12, 1968
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

. 'f

FACULTY MEETING
April 9, 1968

•. ·

(Summarized Minutes)
The April 9, 1968, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Popejoy at 4:00 p.m., with a quorum present.
A memorial minute for Professor Emeritus Kenneth M. Chapman was
read by Dean Adams. The Faculty adopted this memorial minute and
requested the Secretary to send a copy to Professor Chapman's next
of kin.
The following elections were made to the 1968-69 Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee: For two years (1968-00) as regular members
Professors Cottrell, Dabney, Drummond, Edgel, and Green; for oneyear terms (1968-69) as alternates -- Professors Epstein, Ivins,
Kelly, Schlegel, and Therkildsen.
proposed amendment of the Faculty Constitution, changing the
quorum for faculty meetings from "one-third of the membership of
the Voting Faculty on active duty during a semester" to "those
members of the Voting Faculty present, on active duty during a
samester, but no fewer than twenty-five" was approved. As required
by the Constitution, this amendment was presented at the March
meeting and was placed on the table for this present action today.
A

Professor Alexander, for the Policy Committee, recommended that
Professor Blankenship (being on leave) be replaced by Professor
Bradshaw on the Student Radio Board. This recommendation was
approved.

As recommended by Dean Springer, for the Graduate Committee, the
Faculty approved the nomination of Galo Plaza Lasso, Secretary
General of the .Organization of American States, for the honorary
degree of Doctor of Laws to be conferred at the June Commencement
Exercises.
'
D~an Springer for the Graduate Committee, recommended that the
mi nimum
·
'
·
·
be
requirements
for a master's degree in engineering
changed, under Plan II, to indicate a reduction of the minimum
number of semester hours from 32 to 30. This recommendation was
approved.
~s recommended by Dean Springer, for the Graduate Committee, new
0 ctoral (Ph.D.) programs in Romance languages and political science
were approved by the Faculty.
student course-evaluation proposal was presented by Professor
Carn~bell on behalf of the committee on the U~iversity, the pro~osal
having also been approved by the Policy Committee. After consider!ble discussion, an amendment- was approved by the Faculty to the
ffect that the evaluation of the individual teacher was to be on a
A

voluntary basis. After further debate, the Faculty voted to
disapprove the original proposal , as amended. The Faculty then
approved a motion that the students be encouraged to proceed
independently with their evaluation, according to the advice which
they have received.
As recommended by Professor Hillman, the Faculty asked the Policy
Committee to study the question of a fitting memorial for Dr. Martin
Luther King and to report back to the Faculty at a later time.
The meeting adjourned at 6:15 p . m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

1 ~).. ~
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
April 9, 196d
The April 9th, 1968 meeting of the Faculty othe Universit of New exico was called to order at
4:00 o'clock p . . by President Pope oy with a quorum
present.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY
The :irst item on the agenda
is a memorial inute for Pro ~essor Emeritus Kenneth
M. Chapman.
DEAN DAMS
Pro_essor Bunting asked me to
give his regrets. He could not be here to present
the minute which he wrote.
KENNETH M. CHAPMAN
''On February 27, 1968, Kenneth M. Chapman died in
Santa Fe at the age oi ninety-two. A native oi Ligonier, In iana, Professor Chapman early attended the
Chicago Art Institute and the Art Students League in
New York City and began his career as a commercial
artist. He came to New Mexico ior reasons of health
in 1899 and settled in Las Vegas where he taught art
a~ New Mexico Normal University, now Highlands Univer8:ty. Soon, hovever, he became interested in the art
or the Pueblo Indians, and in 1909 he joined the Museum
ot New Mexico as assistant director. Between 1929
and 942, he was associated with the Laboratory of
nthropology as acting director.
"Between 1926 and 1950 , Professor Chapma came
each wee to t 1e u
campus to deliver a lecture on
Indian art , a cou se which became famous among anthropological and a t stu ents. Face with a paucity of
visual aterial vith which to a plify his lectures,
he was accustome to raw beautiful diagrams of In ian
motifs on the blackboard. He was more concerne with
the rhyt1m and linear subtleties ot In ian art than
With its a chaeological significance.
"On the subject of Indian art, Professor Chapman wrote three books: a two-volume work entitled
~ebl~ Indian Pottery, published in 1933-36 in France;
~ PottE;F.Y of Santa Domingo pueblo, 1936; and Pueblo

Memorial
Minute for
ProfessorEmeritus
K. M. Chapman
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Indian Pottery of the Post-Spa~ish Period, 1938. In
addition, he wrote extensively on the subject for
periodicals. In 1951, Kenneth Chapman was recipient
of a Doctorate o- Literature from the University of
Arizona, a egree o
octor of Humane Letters from
the University o New exico in 1952, and a Doctorate
of Fine Arts from the Chicago Art Institute in 1953.
"Kenneth Chapman's enthusiasm ror Indian art
was contagious, and few students were conducted by
him through the great collection of Indian pottery
at the Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe or sat
through his lectures on this campus without gaining
a lasting interest and heightened appreciation for
the subject."
Mr. President, I move adoption of this minute,
and that a copy be sent to Mr. Chapman's next of kin.

PROFESSOR NORMAN

I second the motion.

POPEJOY

All in favor of adopting the minute of Protessor Chapman, say 'aye. '
(Note:

Motion carried.)

POPEJOY

The next item on the agenda has to do with
the election of members to the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee. Do you have anything to say about
this, Mr. Durrie?

DURRIE

For those who don't have the agenda, I might
note that this is or tive regular members for twoyear terms and five alternates for one-year terms to
the 196 -69 Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
The tive candi ates receiving the highest number OI
votes will be designated regular members w~th twoyear terms. The five receiving the next highest
number will be alternates with one-year terms. There
were no additional nominations submitted following
the nominations made at the meeting of March lZth,
so this is the final list of nominees that you have
before you so will you please indicate your preferen.ce by number
'
preceding every name, one t h roug h
fifteen, and we will then collect the ballots and
re port on this later . When you are throug h , 1· f you

Election of
Academic
Freedom and
Tenure
Committee,
1968- 69
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will pass your ballots over to this end, I will pick
them up .
POPEJOY
Item No. 3 on the agenda is related to a
change in the Faculty Constitution relative to a
quorum. Professor Alexander.
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
The amendment which has been
on the table for thirty days, at this time it is appropriate to move its passage.
P OFESSOR COTTRELL

Second .

POPEJOY
The motion has been made and seconded. Is
there any discussion . Call for the question.
11 in
favor, indicate by saying "aye."
(Note:

Motion carried unanimously.)

POPEJOY
The next item has to do with the replaceent on a standing committee. Professor Alexander.

Replacement
on Standing
Committee

ALEXANDE
It is recommended to us that
since Professor Blankenship is on leave this year,
he be replace on the radio board by Pro essor Martin
Bradshaw of the Electrical Engineering Department,
and I so move.
p OFESSOR
POPEJOY
( ote :

OLBERT

Second .

Those in favor, say

11

aye. '

Motion carried unanimously.)

POPEJOY
There's another item on the loor. That is
the nomination -or an honorary degree. Professor
Springer.
P OFES O SPRINGER
On behal O the Gra uate
Committee which supports the nomination of Presi ent
Galo Plaza Lasso for an Honorary Doctorate LLD from
this University. I move the faculty approve this
egree .
p OFES O MAC CURDY

Second.

Nomination
for Additional
Honorary Degree
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POPEJOY
Opposed?
( ote:

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye. '
Motion carried unanimously.)

POPEJOY
Number five is a recommended change by
Co lee o Engineering in the require ents for a
master's egree. Dean Springer.
EAN SP INGER
You have the stater en be ore
you concerning this change, and I move the acul y
approve this change which, in essence, eans tha the
minimum number of hours require under Plan Two b
reduced rom thirty-two to thirty hours, which was
recommended by the Faculty of Engineering, as a who
P OFES OR JU

Second.

11 in favor of the motion, indica e by sayin

P PEJOY
"aye . "
( ote:

Change in
Requir m n s
for Maser's
Degre in
Engin ering

otion carried.)

POPEJOY
Number six, proposal for a doctoral pro ra
in political science. Dean Springer.
PRINGER On behalf of the Graduate Commi tee, I reco en to the acu ty that the new program or Ph.D. in
political science be approvaiby the aculty.
PROFESSOR HOYT

New Doc oral
Program in
Political
Science

Second

p P JOY
Is there any discussion?
re you ready to
Vote?· A l in
· favor, indicate b y saying
·
"aye."

( ote:

otion carried unanimously.)

PR! GE
On behalf of the Graduate Co ittee, I
reco en to the faculty that they approve t e Ph.D.
program ·n omance languages as o tlined or you in
Your papers .
CCU

y

Second.

POPEJOY
Wil someone ask or the question.
in favor, indicate by saying "aye·"

All those

ew Doctoral
Program in
Romance
Languages

1.
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(Note:

Motion carried unanimously.)

POPEJOY The next item listed is Item No. 8. Student
course-evaluation proposal. Professor Campbell.
PROFESSOR CAl."\fi'BELL
Mr. President, before presenting this motion, I would lie to make a few brief, and
I hope, clarifying remarks. I understand that some
of you are very much interested in this. I am not
sure that you all are aware of the composition of
the committee on the University. It consists ot four
students, four faculty members and three vicepresidents of the University and two alums. At the
beginning of the year -- and I want you all to understand this and un erstand it well -- the student members
of that committee came to us and they made this proposal, and, in essence, this is what they said. They
said, "We are going to evaluate the faculty anyhow
apropos 'Insight' last year. But we realize that
'Insight' and probably other publications like it
had it weaknesses and failings. We want to do a
perfectly equitable job o this, and for that reason,
we would like you, the faculty and the administration,
to help us do it. '
Now that is the genesis of this proposal, and
I think it is very important you understand where it
came from. The faculty members on that committee
?0 r the administrators had a thing to do with bringing up the subject. The students did. Now as
Chairman of the Committee on the University, I ~elt,
and I believe this was shared unanimously by all
members of the Committee, that it was not a question ,
you see, of whether the students were going to evaluate us or not, because they are going to . An~,
.
because o: the liberal and good policies of this University, there is no way to prevent this, to prevent
them from evaluating us either on campus or off
campus. So I immediately thought, and this was shared,
as I say, by other members of the Committee, that here
was our chance to get in our licks, as it were, and
t~ make certain, as best we could, that the evalu~tion which was going to occur anyhow was done equit~bly.
And, after six or seven or eight hours of lengthy discussions in the Committee over a period of a month
or more, and after a number of revisions and amendments

Student
Cour s e Evaluation
Program

1' 0
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within the Committee, we sent it to the Policy Committee, and they recommended that we ake certain changes,
which we have. So, the proposal which you read now
has been passe unanimously by the Committee on the
University and unanimously by the Policy Committee;
and with those introductory remarks, I would like to
move your acceptance of the Student Course Evaluation
Proposal.

PROFESSOR LOFTFIELD:

Second.

PROFESSOR NORMAN:
Is the proposal now open for
discussion?
ay I ask Professor to yield for a moment?
I would like to, since I have been very intimately
involved, to present both sides of this picture at this
point .
N

I think we should wait until 81·La-fl'l· r;/u,

returns with the President of the Student Body who has been invited to attend this meeting.

~:e--~&-~ ~ ~

Thank you,Ernie. I don't need to pre-empt
~rn~e
ughman's position, but I have been very
intimately involved with the students on this proposal. I woul like to present to the faculty, in a
v:ry obJective way, hopefully, that this presentation
will cut down a great deal of the discussion, some of
the pros and cons of student evaluation of teaching.
Let me preface my -ema ks by saying that this bu~ine~s
~as had a long, 1 0 1 0 history. I think the genesis of
it goes back well over orty years, as o 1924, that
think we had the first student evaluation of teach:ng done at Harvard and at any institutions ove: the
intervening years throughout the country have tried
these student evaluations as well as other type evaluations. I have two sheets here. One is pro and one is
con. I on't now which order to read them. I think
1 Will start with the pros. Then you can have the
cons last, wh:chever you preter. There are quite a
number , and to be fai~ about it,
1 think I put ei5 ht on each side. The first argume~t
You will hear is the sort of thing Jack Campbell said,
an that is that the faculty members are going to be
evaluate anyway and they are always bei~g evaluated
by others such as deans, department chairmen and - NORMAN

!

8
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but I think the thing we have to remember is that
this information eventually comes rom student sources
because eans and department chairmen never the. selves
enter classrooms to evaluate teaching. I have been
teaching a this University for almost twenty years and
I have never seen my chainnan or my ean in my classroom. I think that might be a sa e statement to make.
So that the eventual source of information is from
students.
The second point then would ollow something
like this; that some kind of objective systematic
evaluation which uses large samples o students,
not very, very small ones, such as we saw in "Insight, '
and more representative samples is better than unsystematic sampling which is filtered throu5 h here,
say gossip or such or select~ve reporting devices,
such as Insight."
nd, we may be able to cut out
at least some of the subjectivity an haphazard way
of evaluating teacher behavior.
Pro-essor Gusta , in 1is report to the
erican University Professors said, on this topic, he
said, 'The most frequently cited source of information is - - let's ace it - - hearsay."
The thir point I want to make is college
teachers which are interested in promoting the growth
of others, namely, students, should be interested in
promoting its own growth. In other words, student
evaluation is a learning device for the instructor.
It Will point up his own strength and 1is own weaknesses, especial y, the latter, which he may not know
about and would have what I consider diagnostic value.
I might ad that I know o very few professions that
~tudy themselves as poorly as we do and our be~avi~r
in the classroom.
e have all sorts of accreditat~on
certifications and what not and the professions like
medicine, law or you name it. We don't have any checks.
Fourthly, a pro is that it does encourage student maturity, a goal which we all seek. We know
that to ay students are becoming more and more, are
trYing
·
'
·
t O b ecome
to receive
more and more, are trying
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more functional parts of the University community.
And, this will enable them to have some voice in
their own fates.
e know this is a great era of
student unrest , and they feel like they would like
to beco ea part of the University community. I
think it was the 'Lobo" a few weeks ago, was it not,
that said they wanted a voice on University Committees, which I find is a growing trend throughout the
country.
The fifth point I would like to make pro is
this; is that it may be certainly ore democratic in
a society that professes to be democratic.
any people have said that college life is very isolated ro
society as a whole and that we live in a secluded cloister of college classrooms. Some people say we are
rather authoritarian. Teachers determine the curriculum, they detennine the examination, they determine
many, many things. I am not arguing against all of
that. This may be one example of democracy in action,
students allowed to do some course evaluation.
.
The sixth argument for it goes something like
th~s, that it will provide a basis on which a number
of administrative decisions are ma e such as promotion, salary and tenure. These decisions are
constantly being made every year on everybo y; not
necessarily tenure or promotion, but certainly salary, and they should be made as equitably as
possible . People have argued in this connection
that it may force administrations to pay more attention to teaching, especially good teaching, which
frequently is rather marginally considered, sorue
people say,for rewards. The faculty members themselves may use objective evidence o teaching to
support their own position in these respects.
The seventh point I want to make pro is :hat.
Student evaluations may be able to provide a criteria
Which we may want to use if we like to do research on
~he teachino and learning processes in the classroo ,
l
o
h' is
• a
we profess
to be research interest, an d tis
great area of research . There has been a lot of re~earch . Many schools by the way, do have o-fices of
institutional research . I think of schools like
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Michigan State, and I happened to visit the University of Delaware a few years ago, in '66, which has
an office to stu y the impact of the University on
its students . And, they have constantly a student
evaluation program there, and I know there are other
institutions that have these offices o institutional
research, and spend a lot o time on this particu ar
problem .
I might end up with what might amount to a
rather crass, ~ffiaterial argument . But I thin we
live in a crass' and materialistic society . That
is, that students buy their education through their
student fees, and perhaps they should have somet ing
to say about the "pro uct" that they consume. No
maybe that is a rather crass argument, but there it
is. These are eight different pro arguments. There
may be others in the room who have more, but as I
say, I don't mean to cut down the discussion, r.
President, but ...
Now there are these arguments against it, an
these have been offered, and I confess to you that
I am a pro man myself, so I may be taking issue with
so e o these as I go along. One argument - - I am
n~t giv:ng equal time to both my candi ates. The
1rst argument which i s a con, these are not neces~arily in order of importance nor were the others
in which I gave them, in order of importance.
ne
~f the biggest arguments against it is that teaching itself is too complex a process to be evaluated;
t~at is, tat we don ' t know enough about the significance, variables of good teaching versus ba
teaching. As Dean said of all of this literature
awhile ago it is true it is a complex process.
'
.
1tough
h
there
is some' recent research in the
Uni•
)
f
•
ersity of Michigan that indicates - - I cant cite
that now.
The second argument goes something like this;
that students are not mature enough to evaluate competence or other traits of the teacher or to evaluate
~~e educational or curricular goals of the.cou:ses ,
ince they have not had enough experience in lie.
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I won't comment on that.

I promised to be objective.

Thirdly, student evaluations people have said
may be used as a punitive device, especially if it
becomes distorted, such as through some kind of averaging procedure. The lack of certain kind of
administration by administrators or over stressing
one point or another on the evaluation questionnaire.
Fourthly, and I am very, very much aware of this.
There are mentalogical problems in the measurement 0£
human behavior, such as teaching, with the questionnaires which are used. \le have questions about
reliability and validity and the questions of sampli
and the question of who does the evaluations; that is ,
upper or lower classmen, so on and so forth.
_
Fifthly, evaluation of teachers, people have
~aid, gets mixed up with evaluation of courses; that
is> course content, which may be by its very nature
dr~ or difficult, may affect the nature of the evaluation 0£ the instructor teaching the course.
.
Sixthly, some people have said, "Well, administrators won'.t really pay attention to it," and that,
at best, it may be used as sort of a plus value factor.
And r:iany people say,"Well, it is really the researcher
who is being rewarded ' when I talk about rewards
under the pro busines~,and that goo teaching is, at
best, a poor second .
. Seventhly, people have said we may be equ~ting
~eaching with a kind of entertainment value and it
~s the goo showman who gets favorable student rat-.
:ngs, rather than the person who is doing a~ effective
Job of teaching and promoting student learning the
most. We are dealing here with a kind of halo ef£ect.
Finally one of the arguments that we frequently
he ar is
· that student
'
evaluations reflect t h e qua 1i· t Y
0
~nstructors' grading practices. Those who gra~e
easily will be rated higher. Those who grade str~ngently or as a corollary will receive better rankings
from hibher ranking students in grades than from l owe r
ranking students.
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I thi k these are the 1ain arguments. Now
there may be others, and I a not taking a y pos·tion
against these cons. Thank you.
N This is the. irst ti e I have ever adctresse
the general -aculty of the University o New exico,
an I have been here almost twenty years. I a
uch
more co fortable speaking rom a lectern, and this
is very short. It is triple space , so it is not - In answer to a question 0£ ir. Campbell, I woul say
I am very much aware o the ake-up o the Co ittee
on the niversity. In answer to the remarks ot r.
orman, I woul like to say - - Points I have been
trying to get hearing for somehow did not appear very
prominently in his list of cons. I have no wish to
prolong this meeting. I id not ealize that we would
et starte on this subject quite as quickly as we
did. I should like to remark about my own part so
ar in attempting to de eat this proposal. I sai
in a letter, hich I hope all o you receive , tat
I had been unable to persuade either the . . U.P
or the Policy Committee to become very much interested in the issues I had raised in that lette,
and I finally discovered that if we passed this proposal here to ay, that it is a co pulsory matter.
It is compulsory upon al o£ us. I might point out
parenthetically that one ~aculty member o· the Committee on the University was not aware that this
proposa called ·or compulsory participation. At
that point, I ecided to go irectly to the ·aculty,
anct the letter which you received was the result 0
those rustrations. I dislike intensely doing this
s~rt o thing as amply shown by the fact this is the
lrst time I have ever appeared be ore the faculty.
I have asked questions in faculty meetings an I have
answered questions on occasions, ut those are t e
very ·ew times that I have ever spoken.
b

UG

There are many dangers in such a proposal. One
is that an opponent will immediately be branded as
unsympathetic to student interests.
ctually, my
credentials are pretty good. I am not going to go
!~to them . I might say, however, that
~esent a
ate of af airs in the University where it is necessary to state one's credentials on sue a atter
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before procee ing to oppose something. The fact that
student members are here today is partly the result
of an amendment I offered about a year ago when it
was proposea that student members be allowed to attend
certain faculty meetings when items of serious interest to them were being iscussed. The amendment
I made was that they be permitted to attend aculty
meetings ~or that portion of that meeting in which
the item of interest to students was being discussed,
but that they would not be present for the vote.
This particular proposal which you have been told
originated among the students I must oppose totally,
lock, stock and barrel.
The secon danger of opposing such a proposal
is the result of another deplorable tendency of our
age. It has become heresy for a liberal intellectual
to oppose any aspect of the wave of the future, even
when it is the purest clap trap. Incidentally, and
probably completely beside the point, I make no apology tor my generation. I think we have done pretty
well with what we started with, or to quote Emmerson,
11This
time, like any other time, is a very
good time if we but know what to do with it."
The
problem is, what are we going to do with it. At
the moment , I hope to direct our attention to the
compulsory nature of the questionnaire and the publi:ation of what I consider privileged, not public,
information.
The three questions that I would like to he~r
some good,convincing answers for--I have been talking
to a number of people and so far, I haven't heard
an.Y good, convincing answers
'
·
to these questions.
First, how can you Justify the compulsory nature of.
the questionnaire an the consequent loss of aca emic
~reedom? Second, how can a -aculty justify pu~lishing.an acceptability index of its own courses i~ an
official University publication? Third, what will
you do with faculty members who refuse to co-operate?
Compulsion, publication and non-co-operatio~s. These
questions have to be answered not by expediency,
n0 t by the fact that the students
'
·
are going to d O it
anyway. I will not be blackmailed myself on this
char5e or on this argument. We have to answer these
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on the basis oi principles that we can live with in
the academic community. I had another statemen
ere that I had JUSt better omit.
The questions then that I would like to hear
discussed are the justification of the compulsory
nature, the publication of an acceptability index
or its own courses in an or~icial University
publication, and the problem of non-co-operation.
PROFESSOR McRAE
I am afraid that I am going
to do the same thing that Professor B~u6 hman did.

LEXAN E

May I have the floor to answer
Pro·essor Boughman first? If he is going to do the
same thin 6 , perhaps this would do it at the same time.
c

o you think that you will

E

L

NE

POPEJOY

Mr. McRae asked for the floor.
4

B6UG

ues ions?

I am a raid I shall.

E I yield the floor to Pro essor

c

lexander.

N The ·loor has been yielded once to a proponent

the proposal.
precedent.
0

orget the

This might get to be a dangerous

cRAE Like Professor Baughman, this is the irst tie
1 have ever addressed the assembled faculty, although
1 realize this is not the assembled faculty, but JUSt
a portion of it. r must say a major portion of i ,
1 suppose.
n issue like this always brings these
people out . I want to say that I am in agreemen with
the basic idea of Professor Baughman's circular to
the faculty last week, and my reasons are relate ,
as I ·eel his proposals are related, to the whole .
question of student power and its manifestation during
the past three years , and I would like to take some
oments here to delineate that relationship for you
as I see l.· t •
St

I eel ike my background of experience in
ent evaluation is a equate.
y irst contact
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with it was as a student in 1946 and '47, and at that
time, I, of course, was in favor of it. More recently,
I was a member of the first Committee on the University
which drafted the first evaluation orm, and I was
one of the first instructors whose classes the evaluation was applied, and I was in favor of it at that
time. The administration o~ this was voluntary on
the part of the instructor. The results were co lecte
however, by students and collated and tabulate an
the forms were then finally returned to the instructor,
an I would not have been adverse at that tie to
having the results published, but I didn't eel t e
and I don't feel now any really use ul purpose woul
have been served by having them published. The results di not provide any lightening lash o
illumination to me actually in my own assessment o
teaching. And, I don't know what imperishable va ue
they might have had for any students reading them,
inasmuch as my course is a required one, and the o ly
section, and no student in that particular egree
program could avoid it. But I felt then and I still
o that one negative result of the whole student evaluations mystique is that it engenders, and I thin
particularly in the mind of a reshman or sopho ore,
an endless harping and wrong directed attitu e towa s
us_m~y p eovert the maJor purpose of being here, receiving instruction trom those of greater knowledge.
I think it establishes in the student's mind the
erroneous concept that the principaJ burden o motivation lies in the instructor and that all thins
in lie worth knowing do not come attractively pac aged an easily accessible and excitingly presente ·
I subsequently evaluated a urther an
ore elaborate
form by equest and after the publication of "Insi ht '
last year, I at~ended a student meeting in the iva
to discuss that project, at ·which time I sai some
of ·he same things I am saying now. But to place
this present proposal in the larger context of student
power, · - seems to me this request to have the aculty
legitimize and ake compulsory and make o· icial the
evaluation is in fact a power move which I woul not
ave thought ~hree yea;s ago, along with the reques~
that t1ey have a voting student members on all aculty
c?mmittees. Andi· that push has not been ade, it
w111 be. When I wrote that, I id not realize that
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it had already been made.
Let me quote irom the writing of Carl avi son, who was the Inter-Organizational Secretary for
the Students for a Democratic Society.
"ecognizing clearly that our present student
govern e t is not dominated by S.B.S., but recognizi
also that next year or the year after, it might well
be'.' Dav'dson is a ormer University of Nebraska student, and in a document entitled Towards Institutiona
Resistance," he says, "The tactics of the resistance
s truggle should result in the weakening of the resisted dominant institution and developing a
consciousness of power among those resisting the o inant institution.'' One might adapt Parkinson's Lai
of Economics to read 'The thrust for power e·pands to
·ill the available space. ".. That the various manifestations of student power across the country are
provoking stiffer reactions fro faculty ad inistratio s generally is attested to by this
quotation from U.S. News & World Report of
January 1st of this year. "What has been going
on in this country is a massive extension of the r.
Spock formula. Feed them whenever and whatever they
want. Don't let them cry. Instant gratification
0
every need . "
Even the words of Joseph Cof an, who is ean
tudent Affairs at the University of isconsin,
e goes on to say on the l adison campus, ''There are
at least twenty- ive thousand students who go steadily
about their business o getting an e ucation. We
have from about five hundre to a thousand involved
politically, an depending upon the popularity of
~he issue, they can get up to four thousand others
involve .
rather small proportion."
0

One of the results or the events on the 1isconsin Campus is there they recently adopted a new
Student conduct co e which inclu es a provision for
lSciplinary action involving off-campus con uc as
Well as on-ca 1pus. We, at this University, certai~ly
oul not want to go that far, but I see their action
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as an over-reaction to having been permissive too
long, and co sequently, pus ed too ar. In other
words, their counterresistance, wen it came, ha
to be measured in terms of the a1ount of groun
they had lost, their encroachment. And that is the
term to describe it and the present campus climate
over the country, even though it ay not be meant
as encroachment in the beginning. This is not to
say that political activity among students is
automatica ly suspect or corrupt, but the national
campus scene is apparent y conducive to giving unue emphasis.
Along with that, there are always respecte
faculty members who feel that the only alive student is the one who is politically alive.
ow
what about the other ninety-nine percent who a e
quietly going about their business of getting an
education?
As to the University as a political arena,
Logan Wilson, who is President of the National Council
on Higher Education said in a commencement address
at ichigan State University, "The University is a
special, rather than a general purpose community,
and it shoul not be expected toe press all o the
varied desires of its hu an components. The relevance of what it tries to do is not necessarily tested
by irect and immediate relation to the burning civic
issues o the day. ,.Jhile stu ents are ree to choose
w~at they will study and how they will use thei spare
time, it is preposterous to contend that each student
generat~on can devise anew its curriculum or construct
its own groun rules for the a vance ent of learning·
Or Howard Munfor Jones. In other countries, the
function of an institution o higher learning was
.estroye when the campus became an arena for polit~cal action as the principal manifestation of
intellectual life."
Now finally let me return to the central issue
to ay, although I ~eel that I really haven't b~en
away from it. I believe that o .cicial evaluation of
aculty me hers is the business o his peers. The
department chairman is the - - ultimately, the acade ic
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administration. I think this needs to be pointed out
to student governments. Proposals for evaluation by
students are usually accompanied by the pious reflection that this enables the instructor to evaluate his
own teaching more effectively. I submit that even
granting the validity of this proposition, it can be
accomplished without an official publication, and if
you read the evaluation in "Insight" last year, think
of those which were derogatory and which, under this
revised questionnaire, may well still be derogatory.
as anything positive really accomplished for either
the faculty member involved or of the students who
might take his courses? One student said to me last
year, "I took the course last year. That was after
the publication of 'Insight.' But I didn't realize
how lousy the course was until I read the report."
I ask for the defeat of the proposal, and an explanation to the proposing students that this is felt to
be strictly faculty business and make it clear that
there are still some things which are strictly faculty
business.
ALEXANDER
Mr . President, since Professor
McRae' s remarks were mostly directed towards a much
broader issue here, ·namely that of encroaching student
power, I would like to defer my remarks which are reall
directed towards Professor Boughman's, not towards
Professor McRae, and give the £loor, if he wishes, to
r · Tho::son to make his re arks at this time. He was
invited here to do so if he could, to do so. I should
think this should be~ most opportune moment for him
to o just that.
POPEJOY
Was this invitation extended by the Policy
Committee?
ALEXANDER
POPEJOY

Right.
Mr . Th orson?

. THORSON
This,too,is my first ti~e to
appear before the UNM Faculty . I hope it doesn t
hap~en too often. It is sort of a frightening ex.
perience, but 1 am pleased to be here as a representative
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of the student body. I would like to address my remarks to the issue of faculty evaluation, which, of
course, is on the agen a. I want to cover two points.
I have no idea what was discussed before I came in.
Maybe some of this is repetitive, but I woul like to
cover it anyway.
First, I would like to talk about the history
of ·aculty evaluation on our campus, the recent history, as I have seen it since I have been here.
And, secondly, the purposes that the students who
drarted the initial proposal saw when they indeed
drafted this document. First, let me talk about the
history of ~aculty evaluation.
As Dr. fcRae pointed out, evaluation did take
place under the auspices of the Committee on the U iversity and the student council. I guess it was 96465 · This was a voluntary evaluation. The results
were never seen by students, as I understand it, were
just taken back to faculty members and were imme iate
feedback towards them. Following 1966, the Students
for Democratic Society, being a little more, I think,
down to earth than they are presently on the ca1npus,
requested and received money from the ssociated
Students to publish the evaluations that fall. This
they did. It was very small and covered very ew
courses. They understood it and elt that it was to
be of such a great burden upon their group that they
wanted to give it up. After they withdrew rom t~e
proJect, the committee was appointed by the ssociated
Students last year, and this committee eventually produced "Insight" last spring. This was also fund:d
by monies from the Associated Students, and I think,
~s we all think, it lacked greatly in coverage an
its objective ability and several other factors.
After "Insight," I was personally concer~ed
that a lot of damage had been done in the relation
between students and faculty.
e had a series of
::etings throughout the summer o our comro~t~ee ~
tlth faculty members there, one or two a rninistraors and several students an we talked about the
problems of faculty evalu;tio . And in the all,
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when the Co ittee on the University met, we proposed
this should be one of the topics or discussion throu
out the year. And since that time, it has been.
proposal has been drafted by the Connnittee on the University, and it is on your des, today. I have in my
own mind two purposes for faculty evaluation. The
first purpose, as I see it, is that ·aculty evaluation
can be one phase in the improvement of education,
educational techniques on this campus, special education for undergraduates . Now, let me specifically
point out how I think this is so.
First, I think that objective and • piric 1
analysis o· classroom teachers' classroom perfo ance
would create a relation to establish criteria of goo
teaching can be effective for that teacher and f or
people who are involved in decisions of tenure, promotion and salary . And I want to point out, this is
established in your own handbook, in your proce ure
an policy fo appointment and promotion, I thin it
.son Page 53,that student Judgments will be taken
into account in these decisions, objective stu ent '
opin~ons . And I think this proposal provides or
such an ~mpi~! ca t method . I think this will lead,
hopefully, to other a s pects of improving education
at UNM . I think we can denote those professors who
have exceptional ability in teaching. We can study
their performance and perhaps relate this ata :o.
other aculty embers . I thin this can be positive,
analyz i1 those education techniques which can contribute to good education . I know at this time, ·his
seems i1possible Lor every pro essor to be en~iohtenng,.to be exciting, to be very humorous in.his class.
I think we can do better. I think e ucation can
be increased and can be bettere . It is not a static
function. It is a dyna ic one.
row the second purpose in the evaluation proect I see is to be a way o increasing the dialogue
between Stu ents faculty aJd the admin'stration on
~his campus . No; this is, again, one phase of this
yPe of goal . I think it began last su er when I,
myse1, contributed in the selection of a new Uniersity president . It has s ince expanded into
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committee representation for students on several key
committees, and I think perhaps it will increase throu
out the remainder of this year. I think, by working
together with a co :1Inon 6 oal of improving education,
we can ana vill increase tne dialogue among these
di ferent groups.
le are not trying to take over
the University. I want to make this clear, although
this might be the manifestation of student groups on
other campuses, I don't believe it is true here. I
believe, just because the administrative doors an
any of the faculty doors have been opened to stu ent
opinion in the past, I hate to see that shut o
I
am not saying this will, if it is e eated, but I
think it could perhaps create a positive contribution
to this type of ialogue.
We haven't talked about politics in the evaluation . I think this is probably irrelevant. Student
power is not present on this campus. I think student
co-operation,and perhaps, once doors are close , perhaps students 1ill have to 6 0 to the streets in riots,
but I on't t ink that is going to have to take place
i we continue on our present course.
I don't know, but I think I want to end just
very briefly with a stateillent which has meant a lot.
It is rom rtson Bouber
He says, "Dialogue oes
n?t ~ean giving up one's own principles and con:
victions or becoming indifferent to truth, but it
concerns itself with others listening to them,
getting in touch with them to the benefit of both
parties.' And I think this is what can be achieved
through course evaluation.

HOYT

I came here neutral and I have just been listening to the discussion ~nd it raised a couple of
~uestions in my mind . O~e is, that I was impressed
Y the remar< that Professor Campbell ma eat the
start that the students, of course, can evaluate
our courses if they want to. We can't prevent them
ram doing that. It is not an exercise of student
power for them to. They are not taking over our .
unction of deciding whatever courses. They are JUSt
e pressing their opinions on them, and it seems to me
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that, really , all the faculty has done here is to
attempt to assist the students in working out their
project to make it more scientifically valid, and
I see nothing wrong with this. I don't think the
faculty would want to give over its unction of judging what is good teaching or not, and we have our own
indepen ent views on that subject, and I suppose we
would maintain them. I wonder i part o · the obections to this proposal would be removed by clear
labeling if it were simply made clear that the action
the faculty is taking is not saying, "We are turning
over to the students the function o deci ing whether
it is a good course or not. " That this is all it
purports to be , a student evaluation. There has been
some talk about it .being o icial, but I don't thin
we would want to give our approval necessarily to
evaluation the students make. We might disagree
with the students and we might be right.
Then another objection that was made to it is
that it is compulsory, and this simply raised the question in my mind which maybe the proponents or the
Policy Committee could answer. Would there be any
harm if this were made voluntary rather than compulsory? In other words if the aculty member has
.
'
0 b Jection
to co-operating,
why does he have to do so.?
Let that faculty member choose not to, and then the
students will probably evaluate his course by some
less scientitic procedure.
ALEXAN ER
I am very delighted with Professor Hoyt's remarks because they saved me the trouble
0
making some of the same statements. I have been
here before. This is not new, and I don't have a prepared speech as some of these other gentlemen, so I
won't be here very long . But it has astounded me
he aring
·
h
h is
. 7s
·
on campus remarks to the effect tat~
the project of either the Committee on the Universi ty
or the Policy Committee. It was certainly neither.
Al~o, the proposal that this thing be compulsory was.
written into the document by the students, an certainly
we, as a aculty are not called upon, as I see it, to
ap
'
• h t 0
prove it as a compulsory
item if we don I t wis
•
In other words, we are at liberty to accept it in toto

1
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or accept it in a modified version. We don't have to
reJect it or accept it, one or the other, as I see it.
So, if we wish, we can - - I don't see why we can't
accept indivi uals, i they wish to. I don't see
anything in it either that indicates that it is being
put un er the sponsorship, either of the faculty or
of the University administration. It seems to me
when it came to us, the Policy Committee,purely as
a student project, one that we were asked to give
advice to, an this is the way in which we regarded
it. I certainly don't wish to give the impression
that we ignored Professor Boughman's questions. I
think that is in error. We considered them quite
seriously and we did the best we could with the,
but the reason they did not, perhaps, seem as serious
to us as they did to him was because we had these
other alternatives in mind. Thank you .
l

McRAE
it?

Who was paying for it, or who would pay

or

ALEXANDER
The proposal indicates that
the payment for it, I believe, would have come from
the student treasury and the University, in a matching way. Now I a mit that it you want to say that
P~tting University funds into it in some kind of indirect way makes the University in some sense responsible,
a responsible agent, you could argue that. I think you
could equally well argue that this was being as ed
or as a way of getting the Job done on the grounds
the students themselves di not have sufficient funs.
It certainly doesn't, to my mind, indicate that we are
~hereby giving up our perogatives if we should choose,
if the a ministration should choose to help the stuents·out financially.
o I am not sure that is a strong
argument in favor of University sponsorship.
McRAE
r. President the students have about two
h un~red
.
'
thousand dollars
a year or various purposes.
1 find it hard to believe that they are so strapped
now that we have to help fund this project because
!.feel that if we do, it will, in fact, be an° fiial publication.

1
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THORSON
The funding of this, as it has received
so far, with the data processing portion of the evaluation, this wi l l be paid ' ointly ~y the student
government an the administration. Now the publication of t~e course guide will be borne totally by
the Associate Stu ents.

COTTRELL This isn't

y

irst time to address a faculty,
and I a never prepare , and that doesn't make my
talks short. I think, one, that we ought to look
at Ite No. 5, the recommendations. It is the recommen ation o the Policy Committee that we o this on
a trial basis and stu y the results next fall. This,
again , is allow'ng us to co-operate and advise the
stu ents. It is not takLng one thing away from them,
other than to prevent some irresponsible minute participation on questionnaire or evaluation to go out,
~he ob ' ection to our participating or our co-operating,
if you want to call it that. But on this particular point here, we could refuse. We could tell the
students, "It's your business. Go ahead and do it."
Maybe five to ten percent ot them would participate.
One hun re percent - - ea it. Everyone knows the
results o~ the studies that were made last year and
the year before, an they were quite damaging to some
very fine young taculty members on this campus. The
administrators may say, "Well, that's the opinion
?f a fe J stu ents." But the administrators still see
it. The stu ents have seen it. Their colleagues have
~een it.
o e o t e results were very, very unsatisfactory and very amagin , and I think the faculty
should try to a vise and worr with this so that we
can ake it responsive.
One o t e purposes of the University is teaching, an I can see the role o the faculty,collectively,
~nd the a ministration in trying to improve its teachin~. Thee are many, many ways in which we can go about
this,but one o them is faculty evaluation by stu ents ·
~e have our own evaluations. They are quite guarded, but
inevitably, these reduce to ascertaining some opinion
or opinions from the students and evitably, these are
some of the students that have' some real serious
.
complaints. The faculty members, the students that - -
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the aculty members should not make a trip to the
chairman's office or ean's of-ice every week to tell
us about them.
One obJection has been raised here to ay that
this is a violation o academic freedom. I was on
the ballot or the election to that committee. I
was not particularly fond or the idea. I wish I had
spoken earlier because some 01. you rnay want to call
your ballots back. I think we hide behind this to
the point that e ought to be asha 1ed of it. Look at
the questions on which we are being evaluate . Thee
is a question of competence. Is the question o competence a violation of academic freedom? If a man
is incompetent and continually, over a period of years,
the students indicate they ~eel he is incompetent,
are you violating that man's academic freedom by
saying this in some grading scale? Enthusiasm, organization, clarity. Now, personal appearance might
be, if you break him down on that. I have had questionnaires made in my class voluntarily by the
students over a number of years, and I got racked
up pretty badly last fall by a couple of students
on personal appearance. They did not like the color
of ties I chose. This was fine. I have been watching the selection of my ties. I don't think that
~e can really argue that a grading, a weighted grad:ng of our competence, our profession, what we put
into it, our preparedness, our availability, our
enthusiasm, is a violation of academic freedo ,as I
see academic freedom. That is with respect to the
material and the way in which we present the mat:r~al.
And on controversial subjects and when we are hiding
behind that and say we do not'want our competen~e on
these other questions evaluated, I am greatly disappointed in the faculty as a whole.

I would ike to get back to
this whole question. By the way, Professor Co~trell,
I couldn't tell whether you were speaking for it or
against it.
p OFESSOR TOBL~S

COTTRELL

I am ror
it.

TOBIAS

The whole issue, I think, is in Point One o.1..
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the personal qualities of the teacher evaluation.
This reads:
'This professor has a good knowledge of
the sub'ect matter of the course; demonstrates interest
in his field; appears to keep 'up to date' with course
materials." I challenge any undergraduate to tell me
whether I am keeping up with the course materials in
my field. This is not a question of whether five percent of the student body is involved or one hundred
percent. I would say if we get one student in a
thousand who knows whether we are keeping up with our
field, we are getting a lot.
nd in a course like
Western Civ., I think I pretty much stand by the statement of what an old professor once told me when I started
teaching, and that is, 'Whatever you tell them is new."
Now that is Part One.
Now, if I am correct, and I sincerely believe
I am correct, that the competence issue is one in
which the student is incapable of judging, then I
go to the second point, and I say, it is unwise
for the administration to use the ju gment o so e~ne who is inco petent to Judge the professor. This
is the base, the essence o~ vhat I have to say.
Don't you think the administration would regard this as not being of as much
significance as - LOFTFIEL

NORMAN
I am really quite amazed with this, ~he act ,
to say that the students are not competent to JU e.
On :he one hand, we Judge competence of teac~ing by
asking students. This is where our information comes
from. I say to you again, how many of you ~ave.ha
your colleagues sitting in your classrooms JU ging
your teac ino in all the years you have taught? How
any people have had a dean sitting in their classroom judging their teaching? It is the students tat
do the evaluation. We say they are competent in so e
states at eighteen to say that they can go out and
vote. They are co~petent to ao out an fight for
th
d
The country. They are competent to get marr1.e ·
ey are competent to drive cars.
C)

( ote:
I

isturbance in the room.)

•
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NORMAN
(Continuing) Nothing has created greater
emotion in the room, I am sure, than the question
of competence. Students are competent to do anything
and I respect the enough to believe they are competent. They can tell the fellow who comes into the
classroom and bungles his way through and doesn't seem
to know what he is doing and wastes their time and
wastes their hard-earned money. Really, it is very,
very difficult for me to understand regarding this
whole question of academic freedom. It is very
interesting to me that I have to have a publication
here on approved colle 6 e teaching, which simply points
out that many people use this aca emic freedom as a
defense to -each as badly as they wish, and this sees
to bet e point which people 01ten make about aca emic
freedom.
PROFESSOR KOSCH! NN
I think I would like to iterate
that I agree with Professor Boughman that the issue is
obscured. It is not that of student evaluations.
Students have always, whether it is published or n~t,
evaluated the faculty. Therefore, they have the right
~o do.this. The main question is whether this ac~~ty
is going to of· icially participate in the sponsor~nip
of a publication which lists, not only good teaching,
but essentially lists derogatory remarks about th: .
faculty. I feel this is where the question of privilege· We put out publications showing our good
researchers, showing how many publications we put out.
We o not at the same time put out a list that so and
so did not publish or that so and so submitted.ten
P~pers and he wasn't accepted. I think there is a
big difference between the positive efforts that can
come fror this and the serious dangerous aspects of
an o~ficial publication. If the students publish.it,
1 think the administration and the chairmen can rightly
;ook at it, and particularly when they look.a~ it and.
ee some pro essor is particularly outstandino, so fat:
as the students are concerned. This can well core into
~lay. But they are in a fairly good position t~ ignore
hat comes from such an unauthorized source. It the
Universities itself has sponsored this, the community
th:n says that the University has sponso~ed this. I
think th·s is
· a goo d s h are o the c,~ux
oL the problem.
•
Not just that of the evaluation. I do not feel the
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aculty should publish or sponsor an ofiicial publication o the competency ot its faculty . I do not see
the medical profession doing this, evaluations by
their patients. I do not see lawyers evaluated by
their clients. I do not think it is the purpose o
this aculty to sponsor this officially, and that,
I think, is the crux of the matter.
MacCURDY I believe I am about in the middle, and I
on't know where to face . I came prepared to make
an amendment to the proposal, and I am sure that
other people had the same amendment to make . I am
concerned . I am in tavor of the evaluation of teachers by students in principle, but I am concerned
about the matter of academic freedom, and I think
it is pe tinent in this matter, and I would like to
o · er t e amendment that the evaluation of the individual teacher be left up to the teacher. In
other words, that the whole thing be voluntary.

UNIDENTIFIED F CULTY MEMBER

I second the motion.

UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY 1' fil BE

How

read?

oes the motion

I can't hear it.

MacCURDY That it is voluntary . I quite realize
that this defeats some of the purposes of the evaluation, but still I think that the matter o- aca emic
freedom is so important here that we will have to
lose some o the purposes and some of the values of
the evaluation.
NO
N
I think if we make it voluntary · I know
Ernie raised the point, we lose some things ~ere.
One of the problems with it bein 0 voluntary is that
Students may be quite issatisfied with it being
~oluntary because they would like to s:e e~erybody
s~aluate , and we may get another publication bei es this; those of the non-volunteers.
Secondly,
1 t 1 in i you make it voluntary, only those people
~o eel they may come out well in such an evaluat on wi 1 volunteer and those who on't will nor
olunteer, a esult,of which you woulct attenuate
the whole pu·pose of the publication.
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PROFESSQR_REMLEY
A very short thing
that bothers we, one specific thing that bothers me
a great deal. The one speciiic thing in the proposal which bothers me is No. 3-C. The statement that
the questionnaire would included the student's G.P.A.,
but not the student's name. ie are talking about student
maturity ere, and the ability and the right of the
student to evaluate the pro essor, and I think i- we
assume that the general maturity or the number of
mature students is this great, we ought to also assume that the student should carry the responsibility
of being willing to sign their names. I think this is
a part of the process of reedom. If you get ree om,
you have to sign your name and identify yourself ad
carry the consequences.

BOUGHMAN I think I must respond to Professor Norman's
point that voluntary plan would virtually emasculate
t~e proposal. To me, this charge portrays the assumption that we are a ter complete, whole, lovely,
interpretable body of data for the whole faculty.
Actually, I don't know what purpose that would be -or.
I think a voluntary study would be perfectly acceptable. There is no problem of vali ity here. It would
be Just as valid if fifteen hundred as if the whole
twenty-six hundred courses would be offered every
semester . The lack of validity occurs or enters
only if we feel we need a complete body of data on
the faculty to establish media, to establish means,
to establish ranges and to measure the success of
this departme t against that department or va:ious
other k:n so comparisons that can be 1a e, i
this is 1hat is involved in Item One here,and it is
not clear if it is.
POPEJOY The motion be ore the house has to O with
volunta~y approval by the aculty embers, and we
should spea to that issue.
PROFESSOR FRANK
I should like to support
Pr?fessor MacCurdy's amendment. I was at anot~er
university where there was a voluntary evaluation, and
the implication was that if you did not volunteer , you
were a lunkhead so the rate of compliance grew and

'
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approached a hundred percent. I think if they take
a voluntary aspect and still get rather massive compliance - -

.. .

LOFTFIELD

I would say exactly the same

thing. I thin· the notation in the public mind or
in the student guide that i f so eone is not going to
co-operate , has just the effect that has been described. I have seen it happen before.
McRAE What these gentlemen are saying, of course, is
that an instrument is thereby provided whereby, over
a period of some, maybe two or three years, you are
compelled to co ply anyway. That's all. That is all.
When you have handed out your cards, would this be
voluntary, when you han ed out the cards, or once the
cards are handed out, once you take the step, once
you volunteer to participate?
MacCURDY

No, I did not mean that.

(Note: Portions of Pro essor MacCurdy's
statement was not understood by this
reporter due to disturbance in the room.)
MacCURDY (Continuing) However, two interesting.points
have been brought up. It is not my contention either,
although this will have to be worked out by the Committee, f or a professor's name to be listed as not
co-operating,but rather completely omitted.

PROFESSOR KOLBERT

I must say that whether Profess or acCurdy's amendment passes or does not pass,
this . is voluntary whether we like it or not . Because,
as Professor Boughman
'
· no mapointed out, there is
chinery whatsoever w1ich could force a professor to
subm~t to a compulsory evaluation. All he has to
say is that he refuses. There is no way that a student body can organize his class and evaluate that
class ir- he doesn't want it to be evaluated.
UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBE
publication of this material?

POPEJOY

We did not hear you .

What is the purpose of the
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UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBER
What is the purpose
of the publication of this material?
POPEJOY
That is not related to this question particularly.
UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBER
I would like to answer
Brofes s or Noi"'Tilan. The statement includes it is mo e
compulsory, and the amendment makes it voluntary rather
than co pulsory . Whether the implications are that,
really, you cannot stop them from doing i , or whet er
you can stop them from doing it . The amen en , as
I understand it, stands for replacing the compulsory
item with the voluntary item.
BOUGHMAN
I certainly would prefer a voluntary
plan, but I am going to vote against this amen ent
because I want to defeat the whole proposal.
SEVE

L FACULTY MEMBERS

Call for the questio

POPEJOY
call for the question on the a en
There as an amendment . Will you state i again,
amendment?

ent.
e

acCURDY
Do I really have to state i ? Wher ..
ever the word "compulsory" appears, will so eone pl ase
indicate to me where the word "compulsory" appears?
I understan that the word 'compulsory" is not stated
but implied .
The original motion was to thee ect
POPEJOY
member
would have the right o make
that.the faculty
up his own mind .
1acCURDy
Under Item Five, there is the stateen there would be a trial evaluation of all or O t
courses during Semes ter II 196
and I suppose Y
am:ndment would indicate s~mething like this. I real~y
think it is in 3-c.
'One student in each class, appo nted
by the professor" and then by putting some language to
he effect '~y t~e professor or arranging with the profes sors who volunteer . "
'
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UNIDENTIFIED PERSON
I think "may volunteer"spea s the idiom of the age.
MacCURDY
Where we say, 'One student in each
class appointed by pro essors who wish to participate - POPEJOY

Is that satisfactory with the secon?

UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBER
I would like to raise
the question that,whether some o the concern about
the studentsl competence.
ata is data, and what is
done with data is another problem, and what some of
the concern about the students' competence, that is,
asking what the administration will do with the aata
the students present. I wonder if these two should
not be clarifie .
CAMPBELL

Let's vote on the amendment.

POPEJOY

Are you ready for the call.

PROFESSOR KARNI Are you attempting or agreeable, or
whatever it is, to Items l.a, b, c also, because
otherwise, it sounds like each faculty member, whether
~e agrees or not. In other wor s, add this wor
participating aculty member" to Items l.a, b, an c,
wherever it says "each taculty member,., it should
read 1'each participating faculty member '?
acCURDY

That is all right with me.

LOFTFIELD
1 think the same thing applies to
Item 5. I am sure the secretary can be sensitive
to the amendments.
Mc E A point of order whether or not the students
should be present while,this vote is being taken,
Which is relevant to the ma·or motion.
POPEJOY
1 personally woul take the position
;hat t~: student body president wa~ invited here by
he Policy Committee and has the right to stay, unless the Policy Committee feels that in the management
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of our agenda, which over the years, the Policy Committee has led debate to see, if they see fit, to
exclude the students. You had better have a caucus.

ALEXANDER
I speak for myself and I hope I am
speaking for the rest of the Policy Committee when I
recall that the intent of that motion was to allow
the student to remain through any action that was
relevant to the student issue. I do not wish myselr
to exclude the student who has not the privilege himself of voting, but from listenin6 to our vote. This
ould be, to my mind, quite unconscionable.
BOUGHMAN
Mr. President, as I remember,the wor ing of that motion last year is that the students be
present during the discussion. I may be wrong. Maybe
Secretary Durrie ...
DURRIE
I looked that up this morning and
there is nothing that I could fin that said that
the student would be excluded during the voting. He
was to be present during that portion of the faculty
meeting which concerned him. That is all I could
find that was relevant.
JU
I would still like to make the remark that
we certainly are opening the door, and we wi~l have
a very dangerous precedent.
ight now, I think that
~hatever we vote on the amenctment, voluntary or not,
it is all very ine . But, occasions will co e up
where we would rather not have the students maybe
look around and see who is voting how, an I would
appreciate it if the student ha the sense to start
With to leave without this ever coming up.

POPEJOY

The Chair has ruled.

IDENTIFIED FACULTY
secret ballot?

U

POPEJOY

}BER

Then we can have a

The Chair has ruled in e ect that
the stu ent will be permitted to stay on the bas·s
o the recommen ation o- the po icy Committee. Are
you rea y for the vote on t emotion? We are calling
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for the question on the amend ent. It has been e pained severa different ways, but I thin the
embers understand what you mean.
11 those in favor
of the motion as stated, 1.n icate by sayin "aye. '
( ote: The voice vote was
nconclus1. e.)
The Chair will call for a show of

POPEJOY
hands.

BOUGHMA
I would call for a division of the
room, division of the house .

POPEJOY
your hanas.

All in favor, in icate by raising

DUR IE

Eighty-two in favor.

P PEJOY
procee in 0
U

IE

POPEJOY

11 o

those oppose , do the same

•

Forty-tour opposed.
The motion has carried.

CAMPBELL
Mr . Presi ent, I wold 11.ke to address
myself once more to the main issue here this a ternoon and try to explain to you that the real issue
on the situation again, briefly as I see it, certainly
I am not in league with the students on this nor a I
n league with the administration· but last year, 0
t e several chairmen
epart entai chairmen on this
campus 910 went thro~gh unmitigated hell in regard
~o 'Insight, ' I was certainly one o the ore. ost 0
em.
ore than one of my pro essors was maligne ·
ow tis is bound to happen a ain i the stu ents
O
a ahea an write up anothe
'Insight,'.' wh~ch :hey
re certainly going to o whether we lie it ot: not
~ou se:· This is the poi~t.
e are going to have t e
a.me kin of malicious maligning state ents. Now I
on't thine or a moment that a 1 of us are oing to
come out as great professors o er the program w ich
e are proposin here this a ternoon. 0 course, we
Won't · But I o seriously thin< that t h e k" n s 0
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absolute irresponsible statements that were made last
year will not occur in this publication. I think that
is bein realistic. This is not a matter o being
all for the students evaluating us at a 1. I never
have said that I was really, but we have got to face
up to the reality of these kins of publications,
and they are going to o them again and again an
again, and I would lie to remind you that in this
case, what I consider to be responsible members of
the student body have come and said, "Help us on this.
We want to o a fair job. 11
gain, I claim I am bei
realistic here.
Might I say that I am try·n to select
POPEJOY
the hands that are up on the basis of seein the first.
Do you want to continue on that basis where you will
have arguments on both sides, I mean, simultaneously?
c E I am unable to understand Pro essor Campbell's
vilification o - r . Thorson' s go ermnent by sa ing
that if ~e don't embrace this pro·ect, they are oing
to retaliate by publishing another ''Insight . 11
LOFTFIEL

McRAE

He did not say that.

I think it was implied.

LOFTFIELD

You in ·erred it.

E I think many of us would in er it . Let me ake
Y position clear one last time before the vote is
taken on this otion . Students are going to evaluate
~sand they are doing so all the time, in the h~lls,
in the corridors and everywhere. They may pub ll.Sh
another "Insioht." I would hope that on the basis
0
whatever k~owledge they gain by talking with the
Co ittee on the University that if they go ahead
With the publication, it wiil be along those li~es.
But I don't think we shoul o icially en orse it or
participate unless we want to, I ean, as a faculty
body . This year we are dealing with Mr . Thorson
and his student ~overnment, whom everyb?dy.a.rees,
and I, included are responsible adult individuals.
1 on't know wh~ we will be ea ing with two or tree
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years from now.
CAfWBELL
In reply to that, I believe if you
vill read the various statements attached to this
proposal carefully, that you will see there are all
kinds of ways in which this faculty can safe uar its
position here, and regardless of what the stu ent boy
is going to be like two or three years hence, those
safeguards are still there.
PROFESSOR WAGAR
I was very much a use
avhile a 6 o by Mr. Thorson's statement that we should
have ctialo 0 ue in reference. This is strictly fascinating. This is dehumanizing. This proposal is
degrading. I would like to know how you can have
dialogue with a data bank.
The second point I want to make in support
of r. Tobias' comments on No. 1, I do not see
how any sel -respecting statistician could subJect
himself to evaluation on s~ch ite s as Number O e,
competence, for the same reason he presented; or
on Number Eight, humor; Number Eleven, personal
appearance; Number Twelve, student participation;
Number Fifteen, pace "Does not misjudge students'
.
'
Previous
levels of preparation
or knowle d ge. "
Or Number Sixteen text. Many people don't be.
'
1ieve
in a text anymore.
Eighteen exams. IfFrequent
'
enough to make proper evaluations of
student work. II
That is the job of the professor, not the ob_o· the
student, to make those evaluations. Nu 1ber Nineteen,
rading. '~dequate balance in distribution of high,
~verage, and low grades . ' Number Twenty-one!
inter isciplinary emphasis. I believe in this, but
a lot of people do not . And Number Twenty-two,
releva~ce . "This professor relates the c~urs: to
real life problems " This disposes of scientists,
th·18
.
.
disposes of historiographies, this throws 1 ~
out the window and a lot of other courses, I think,
~~uld su er there a great eal in their profess:-onal s ·anda-~ds if we ha to make ourselves the
Vl t•1
c
s of No. Twenty-two.
0

I would lile to address yselr to
that , since I was the autho- oft is questionnaire.
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I feel openly, and I feel the last speaker, unfortunately, I don't know his name, is isunderstan in
the whole bus ·ness. I think ~ie did it in con ·unction
with the si.:udents as Mr. Thorson uill attest. Let
e o to the subject of competence; which seems o
come up all the time. Are t1e students competent to
'ud e? Tnere has been, at the University of
in the Department of Psycholo y, a lon , on- oin
pro'ect on student evaluation of teachin an on the
whole business of teaching. I have here a report o
a discussion at the 1965 meetin s of the American
Psychological Association by Professor Robert Isaacson of the University of Michigan, Department o
Psycholo6Y · And if you will permit me, I would like
to address myself to this business of whether the
students are competent. Listen to ·1hat it says.
1n our experience, student questionnaires of
brie nature or with items bearin only face vali ity
will produce responses which will fall upon only on
factor. This is effectively terme
actor analysis.
e have named this factor the '~eacher skill factor.'
Th~ interesting thing is that many of the questions
which loa highly on this factor are ·ust those you
would expect to describe in a truly skillful teac er.
0: course, there are items upon which an enterta·ne
mi.ht receive favorable reactions, but there are oth rs
which indicate that mere shovmanship is not enou h.
If one looks at the evaluation of teachers in thou h t
P!rspective, it appears as thou h the students i~tingu·s entertainment value rom learning so eth n ·
I say they are competent.
11

a

.
He sa s they are competent. "Bein an acco.plishe ham is not sufficient to attain oo stan ing
on this skill factor. In ou- college popula ·o~,
ef ective or an'zation clar·ty discussion, skills
a el· portant" and these
'
h
·
are the' things tat
are in
~ is question~aire. If the teacher is inte estin
ut shallow this too is re lecte in the stu ent
opi?ions, a~d it goes on to say that t1ey in in
their research that those who are i~h on this teacher
~kill actor tend to recruit student; to beco e a · ors
ln their department .
At the very least, he says that
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the skill actors measures the satis action the student
receives ·rom the course and the instructor. He says
there is little doubt that the students know about
the good teacher. I believe they should be kno1n
by the individual professors involve , at least.
Therefore, I believe that an evaluation program
using information from students is desirable, even
with necessary limitations and restrictions.
s
have stressed, it is my impression that only as ill
factor will be represented, but this inforration is
aluable. It exists in nature, in this case, a part
o the student body, and deserves to be kno1n in wi er
circles. This is a man summarizing years o res ar h
at the University of 1ichigan in this particular area.
Now I could answer some of these other particular thins
regarding, let's say, personal appearance or humor.
These sort of things. One of the thins, we propos d
a P o£ile approach was that one coul look at i an
regard it or isregard it as t e case might be. I
~m not saying tat the way one is ressed is terribly
important. So e seem to teel this bears so e actor,
but you can loo at it, or you can disregar it.
There is another one I would lice to continue briefly
on.
I I woul lice to continue brief yon - - He
touche on competence ' the gentleman that spo
. e . be.
ore e. I the student tels me I am not 1nsp1r1n ,
to me, I mean, I am not inspiring. Ori the stu ent
tells me I am not generating enthusias in hi, tat
tels e I am not generatino enthusiasm also. An
right down to humor. So a; as touching huror, the
public ·udges a good humorist. George Jesse
woul
not have ma e it if the public i n't - - He oesn't
need his peers to ju ge him as a humorist. ~fa
Stu ent tells me I am not generating humor, if I a
not humorous enough that eans I am not humorous
enough. I will tak; his word or it.
~OUG
N
1 think if we get involve with. the
instrument that is the questionnaire, we are going
to be here'all nighf. I would say probably this
que tionnaire is as good as any that will be wore
o t, an I woul suggest we just stop this discussion
on the questionnaire because I think t ere are any
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other areas that need uch more serious iscuss·o
than this, and if the un ortunate things oul happent at this shoul pass, the questionnaire coul
e ad ·usted .
P OFESSOR LOGAN I follow Professor Campbell's thin n. The stu ents came to the faculty or help. T ey
got ~t. I say give it back tote and let t em pa
or it i: they want it.
LOFTFIEL
Directly to that point, I would like
to point out that having ha the students co e to s
or help, they oun themselves ve y severe y estricte
rom what they had originally hope
or. Th
si ht,"
as it o iginally appeared, was a Time agazine ort 0 £
thing. Students like toe itorialize. They lie to s Y,
"This generally sloppy professor, unpunctual an in~ccessible to students, makes up for some of his
1.ncompetence by being welJ respected by his peers."
That sounas great, but it's damning. ,Jhereas, in
act, what we have tried to o is to try to persua
the students, ve have persua e the stu ents that a
purely obJective point sea e with a clear in icatio
0
the degree of response - - An I thin< this as
ather i portant - - with twenty-five people out o
the hundred and seventy- ive responding, this is
i aterial to anybody.
nybo y can see that tis is
an insigni icant fraction .
n the other ha , i
't is
. ave y large
ractio , you have so et ing ore
to go by. You
ow that the op·nions e presse a
0 e real or
ore significant .
I thin another thin that has not been bro
t
out, everybo y says this stuf· oes et ci:culate ·
t goes through the raternity houses an it goes
through the esidence halls an so orth. I woul
sa tat it is almost the essence o
emocracy ta~
we are failin to get to the seventy percent at ~his
place , o are not members of raternities or resi e ce
alls o somethin . There ore, these stu ents are
s ent lee
· 1
° ing a do la an d a a f or :, ate er
by spen
is the cost'o the boo(let t ey are as entitle to
this in ormation concernin~ courses hie are· portant
to the as anyone else.
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Finally, Dr. Boughman has suggeste this is
sort of a suicidal world that we are going to tel l
stu ents what courses they should not take.
is no more than an administrative matter in the sa
sense that you ecide that French I vill not be required in the University Co llege. If it is not
require , some people won't ta e it, but the s
ay,
if the course has a very low rating in severa r sp cs,
students are entitled not to take it unless hey r lly
want to take it. So it represents no eparture ro
anything we might have done alrea y.
Finally, I say it is totally inaccura e t
a
this is without precedent. It has been be'ng
in
Harvar for at least twenty-five years, an e eryti
it has been done, it has i proved t1e aculty. It
as made the students more aware o the fact goo tac ing is oing to be rewarded . Therefore, it has or d
against the attitude, for instance, that has been
present at Berkeley and everywhere else. ( ote:
statement was maae by the spea er vhich was not un erstood bf this reporter due to a disturbance int e
roan.)
This is one way af expressing to the stu nts
ea e, in act interested in oood teachin as ell
as in result.
'

0

ROFESSO REGENE
r . pres· ent, coleagues I would like to rise because I am intere ted
in e eating
'
t i s proposal on the basis o my opi i~n
that tis interferes with aca emic free o · Te Poin t
l .a. is 1e part of the proposal where the ban o
evaluative information on each facul Y member ill be
pro uced by means of this digitized and co puterize
bit of in ormation. I thinl~ t e stu ents s O 1 b
encoura e to ma~e their own ea uations,whic they
1i 1 o anyhov . They are welco e to it, and I t ink
t oes some good, even thoug it does so e ba ·
The other part the new proposal, wil cause
twice as much damage.' I ant to remind those of you
o have been here be ore, twenty-two years ago i en
ca~e to this University, we ha another exa~te
co ittee proposing ·ust tis kin of e aluat o on
the bass of a ministration; a so, on t e basis of
tu ent info~ ation . The co ittee went be ore the
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faculty an the faculty approved it, and a year or
two later, there was a very great upheaval and it
was unanimously rejected on the basis of the experience gained. I believe that i£ a teacher is evaluated
by the administration, and being ju ged in terms o
his promotion, salary and - - what did you say? Tenure,
promotion and salary on the basis o what happened
in the classroom. I think it is an unwarranted interference with the freedom of the classroom, which is
the most sacred possession of ours on the faculty.
It is academic freedom in its purest sense. I think
that if we vote against it, we have breached even
just a little bit the academic freedom that we have
enJoyed. It is not written down to where you can
react up on it. It is not defined. It is a tenuous
thing, but everytime a little abridgment of it is
something which needs to be opposed with full passion. I do not believe that the long arm o the
departr11ent chairman or the dean or of the chai an
belongs in the classroom for those fifty minutes.
For those fi·"'ty minutes I am with the stu ents, I
want to be myself, and I don't want to have to think
of whether my tie is straight today or not, whet er
I am dressed correctly, whether I am using exactly
the right language, and when I do make a mistake,
whether that reaches the administration by way of
this computer . I would like to make my mistakes,
a~d I woul like to show my students how I han le a
mistake and that I am not a-raid of making mista es.
In industry, you are not supposed to make mistakes
because the company loses oney. We are here at an
acade y . In an academy, you are bordering on the
rontiers of knowled 6 e. There are mistakes. You.
learn from your mistakes. You shoul not be afrai
of anything you do in the classroom. If you are not
~ good teacher in the classroom, you are not being
improve by getting a ratino which is not per ect.
The worst thing you do in y~ur classroom during the
semester or during the year is the thing which we
fe~ into the ratings. I do not - - Well, I am hard.oiled enough that I don't really care. I am.
involved. I communicate my sense of scholarship to
my Stu ents and I wouldn't worry any more as to whether
1 maKe a m·stake. But it is a long road to g:t t'ede.
young aculty member wants to be ree of this in
0
club over him. I think this is an in rin e ent
ever so sli ht of aca e ic f~eedom, and it nee s to
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be oppose , as I said before, with full passion. I
will reg et every single a -innative vote on this
proposal.
U IDENTIFIE

Fi: CULTY MEMBER
I voul li e to propose
an amen ,ent that the evaluat:on scale be re ove a
be replace with only two questions, the stu ents to
rate he facu ty on a seven point scale on whet er o
not they a ea good teacher and on whether or no i
is a goo course.

There is an offer of an amen
POPEJOY
Is t1e~e no second?

t.

PROFESS R SELINGER
I ·ust want to respon
to the general standards re arks. I hope I am s
concerne about academic free om as anyone i th
room. I hope so. I think there is a un a ent 1
issue ere . I think the question o acade ic r
.om in the University community, I think it is
1 portant to ask ourselves who really does belong
to the University community. I think w shoul stop
in terms of
general attitu e as regar ing students as kind of fathers goin through the ill.
Tis is a long traditional process, an I think e
ave to take, not because it is the wave of the
future, but because it is right, a view of the University community as a community of teach:rs an
.
students . The students have a role in this co unity.
They have a right to express an should be able to
express their own views an the influence an process
~.ich should be the most importan process o t eir
lives. If I were a student, if I were a group of
Stu ents, I would say that I am entitle to e~pr ss
an to be helped to express my views and the.in l~e ce
an process -or
e reason tat this is terribly 1 portan to all of us. So I think this is a co unity
0
stu ents and teachers.

~~

You a e perfectly right.
teachers an students .

r-

is a co

u ity

PROFESSOR MAYER :
I think you co ple ely
.
o sa
n ers oo .
nat Professor Regener was ·yin
is that e are trying to preserve the human elem n

is-
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in teaching. I do not want the - - I the stu nt
oes aroun and a swers two undre questions, i
e likes e, I'll find out. If he oesn't like me,
I probably won't find out. It is not going to s o
pin his grade, but I don't want to have the
hen I am young - - It doesn't a ect e in any c
because I am leaving. But suppose I were a you g
professor here and maybe I want to not have th
e in
that the stu ent is going to, at t1e en oft e
'ow let's give it to him." He may not be a
teacher . If he's not a goo teac er, either
professor will help him or aybe tle stu ent
to the chairman and tell hi ,and t e chairma
a
ter have the sense to tell the professor in olve .
It is not our problems that t e students o to
professor if they are good; that they only go tote
c1airrnan if we are bad. Don't we have t e ut to
stand on our attitude in the class just on tat?
Y should we have the students eva uate wit a
cine? Can't we leave so ethin untouche by t
psychology of the computer? It doesn't a ect
~here I am going. It probably will a£ ect ot e
ut please understand that you woul
rr·le mista e i- you are wil :n to let
ap
,
to let he student pass you t rou h a achine · Yo
are u an beings .
P OFESSO
O HOUSE
Thus far, I ave 't
eard very muc1 said about t e
teac er
eval atio or ow it proceeds except
o
r.
e's ears that there is suppose to be in
c
so e. ind of co unity o sc ola s, inc u in
lnclu ing students. I o
i e to se on t · ,
an
b
ut I woul lie to second it or another purpos ot e r
than h s . I 1ould like to a~e certa'n that Y oppos tio
o t i s proposal is clea . 0 e oft e t i s
hich sees to e impl'cit in this oo , on
t
eas that sees to be i plicit i tis ove, is
ea that the sole respons· i ·ty or t e succ s
th teaching function rests 1it t e faculty. T t,
1 say, is an erroneous ass mption that o a ount 0
uccess can be achieved in a classroo unless th
tu ents have some sense o respo sibility on their
part as well . I think one of the things that enances res pons ibility is the atmosp ere that evelops
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on the campus, and I think this campus is very weak
int e kind o atmosphere that promotes stu en re ponsibility for student activity an st ents'
application to academic work. I haven't taught any where where it has been so necessary to sell stu en
on the value of serious scholarship and what ea
doing,an I still am completely bewil ere as to hy
e are being aske of ·icially to approve this proposa.
But if we do it, look what is happening.
e, h
faculty, are the only people lef t on this campus 1ho
are willing to efine the stu ents' respo1s'bi t i
to themselves and to the University an to th co unity. No one else can or oes o this, an i this
is the case, I ao not see why e should be put i th
position of approv ing a system which enables he students, 'here f or e, to ignore 'he e fforts on h p r
of the aculty to de f ine thei r responsibili ie
or
hem simply on the basis o the f act tha they, t e
students, can contribute to a rating which, i tu
will be used by the a ministration an by the aca
eans f or the purpose of eva l uating and p orotin
g anting tenure to the aculty member who is
one who is in a position to de an somethi g of
udents who make the academic co unity pos ibl
The only thing that makes a university grea , in Y
opinion, is the generation of wha· they call h's
dialogue and I see the logic of the dialo u, bu this
ia ogue can only be starte productively in one way,
and tha is for the student for the acul Y to start
aking such demands on the ~tudents, de ans ha a e
not being made on this faculty, an they are no bein
ade evenly across the campus at any rate, by a long
shot. I can tell by the crip;les, the acade ic cripp l es
1 et in my classes who can't even write a l'terate
E~gl'sh sentence. If you want a dialog e, it is t
ind that comes from faculty e bers putting such press re on stu ents and making such de ans on stu ents
that the students begin to ake eman son t e
cul Y·
nd, when the students begin to make acade ic an
intellectual demands upon the facul Yin response ~o
hat.the faculty asks of them, then you have th kin
0
ialogue that makes a university reat. But you
on't have it in an atmosphere where the fac~lty h
been abandoned where the faculty has been circu ente and the~ put out on public ·splay for att rs
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hich are even trivial in the case of stu ents, in
the case o· our evaluation y students which is
stly
pr·vate. You want to put us on the public pan an
a e us sanction this, give us the privile e of depriving ourselves of the last shre of a claim on the
stu ents. I think this university is in a very citical position vhere it has to decide when and i what
form we are going to start eman ing enough oft e
stu ents around here to make this place worthwhile.

ca

E ERAL Ul'U ENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBE

or t e

question .
P PEJOY

There is a call

or the q estion.

HOYT
I am not sure whether this is a point of or er
or what, but I would like to make a brie s ate nt
before we have the question.
BOUGHMAN

I would too .

HOYT
Perhaps it is a point o · order. It is o
o
our vote will be interprete . It seers to et at
if the aculty votes against the proposa, and I
think it probably will that this should not be
interpreted that we do~'t think the students should
evaluate our courses and should express t1eir o
opinion on our courses . This is quite wit n the
~tu ents' province . They can o it by this metho
lf they want to do it but if we vote a ains the
' we feel this is the stu en t
proposal, it is because
Siness and that the iaculty shoul not be involve
i it .
POP JOY

tion .

There has been a call

U I ENTIFIED FACULTY ME BER
POPEJOY

rs

it on

I

r the qu she

end

nt?

The amend ent has already been vote

on.

OUG

The Presi ent s uts off the

I ENTI IE

FACULTY

BE

1 th· kit i

e to us ·ust what the question is.

ha
rather
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There has been one amendment passe
which has to do, which is based on a voluntary reaction. There was another amendment proposed, bu· that
di not pass. It die for lack of a second.
POPEJOY

UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBE

The motion is to approve

with that amendment?
Yes.

POPEJOY

It seems to et at i
r. Hoyt wishes to move the previous question, it is
not debatable. Therefore, we vote on whether we want
to vote on the question, and then we come back to the
question.

UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBER

U IDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBER

I call for the question.

UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

As I interpret Robert's Rules of Order
expert
in this, but this is an undebatab l e
an I am not
question an it does require a two-thirds ma·ority; t ha t
is, callinoo for the previous question.

DURRIE

GENER

I don't think it is generally un erstood that this is now cutting o
the debate an
that is all it does.

POPEJOY

It is cutting off the debate on t e
motion itself. It takes two-thirds majority. Are
~ou ready to vote? All in favor of the motion? It
is the motion calling for the q estion. It is not
a ebatable motion.
It is a otion to cut of the
debate, an if carried woul cut of
ebate an
cal -or an i nediate ~ote on the ain question. It
takes a two-thirds vote to pass. All in favor, in icate by sayin
'aye."
( ote:

1otion carried.)

POPEJOY
DNIDENTIFIE
is amended.

The

1

otion carried.

F CULTY MEMBER

The main question now
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BOUGHMAN
This motion we vote on will be the
first faculty approved - POPEJOY
The motion in
the booklet as amended by the motion.
other questions?
o you understan?

Are there any

UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY }1ENBER
This is on the a endment? This is with the amendment as approved?
POPEJOY
Yes. Are you ready to vote?
in favor, in ica te by saying :iaye."
In volume, the noes have it.

POPEJOY

I call ·or a division

UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY MEMBER
o the ouse.

POPEJOY
Those in favor, indicate by hol
up one of your hands.
DURRIE

Forty-nine yeas .

POPEJOY

The motion is defeated .

.

11

in

I think Professor Hoyt, I think this
is very important. I am interested in this evaluation.
I was ooing to do it myself at the beginning. You
ave.elected me to your academic freedom and ten~re
committee again, and I want you to know myna e is
Green. I was opposed to this proposal because I 0
not think that the semiofficial or has any place
being attached to such a thing, but I think we shoul
encourage the students to go ahead with this. Thereor~ I would like to move that the students do be
encouraged to evaluate according to the a vice they
r7ceived> which has been very good, and let the do
with it what they wish.
p OFESSOR GREEN

EVE

L UNIDENTIFIED FACULTY

• 1BERS

Second·

TOBD S
Would you care if the word "encoura e '
was changed to advised?

GREE

o you prefer the wo d

f

encourag ed II?·
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There is a motion and there is a
POPEJOY
second. You heard it. Do you understand it? '1hat
is the otion?
GREE
That the stu ents be encouraged to procee
according to the good advice they have received and
that they do proceed to do with it what they will.
I trust these students.
I think they are very goo ,
but I o thin~, as the proposal was, it would have
been a violation of academic free om.
BOUG
I would like to speak very brie ly.
It sees to me that this motion might be desirable,
but I would like some statement of student respo1sibility in it. In . act, if anything like ''Insig t"
occurred a ain, I would like to move for legislation
to handle those cases of willful slander an this
kind 0£ irresponsibility.
CA}WBELL
That is all we were trying to do
with the last motion.
LOFTFIELD
damn thin .

You have already emasculated this

BOUGHMAN
we do not have, at the moment, isciplinary measures to handle this kind of thing.
CAMPBELL

uestion.

POPEJOY
·'aye. '

All those in -avor, indicate by say

POPEJOY

The ayes have it.

(Note:

g

Motion carried.)

Just a mo ent.
e have a embe of
POPEJOY
t ,ne .r:
.1.:aculty here that wants to suggest a motion and
he has been here waiting this whole time to do it.
PROFESSOR HIL
N
I would like to su gest
the University and its faculty to study the q~est~on
of a fitting memorial for Dr. Martin Luther King 1.n
the fonu of a scholarship in his name,or endowe professorsh ip
· or something of this sort. I k uow the

Proposed
Memorial for
Dr . Martin
Luther King
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L~

hour is late, but I think on this day, we would be
remiss if it were not at least mentioned and if the
beginning of a study of ho1 we could make a fitting
memorial were not begun. A number of people in the
athematics department deci ' ed on something we are
doing by ourselves, and I would just like to mention
it. We are collecting money to make a donation to
the library of orehouse College. We think this,
and that, as teachers, this is the most appropriate
thing that we could do. I would like to suggest that
other people think of things they can do, and I would
have hopes that there would be some action of the
faculty of the University.
POP JOY
rs it proper to assume that the Pol·cy Corm1ittee would be the place or this suggestion
to be considered? They normally take the sugges ion,
wnich will be returned to the faculty or consi eratio at a later tie. Is that satisfactory? The
Policy Committee has it then.

UNI ENTIFIED F CULTY MEMBE

I would ike to say
this, that the . . U. P. would like to help with this.
The membership of the A.A. U.P. would lite to help·
POPEJOY
Are there any other matters?
a motion to act ourn is in order ,
(Note:

Then

Meeting ad· ou ~ned at

6: 15 p .m.)

* * * ";'( *
Respectfu lly submitted,

(e;~ie~~
secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

February 6, 1968
To:
From:

Professor Hubert G. Alexander, Chairman,Policy Committee
John N. Durrie, University Secretary

Subject:

Proposed Amendment to Faculty Constitution

I would like to introduce a proposed amendment to the Faculty Con-

sti~ution, which I hope the Policy Committee will consider favorably.
I nught note that this carries the approval of President Popejoy and

President-elect Heady.
The Constitution, in its present form, in Article I, Sec. S(b) states
that "one-third of the membership of the Voting Faculty on active
duty during a semester shall constitute a quorum." In past years, a s
the faculty has grown, it has been increasingly difficult to muster
such a quorum -- and a similar oroblem exists in all large univer~ities. Indeed, except when an· especially interesting or provocative
item appears on the agenda, we have not generally had a legal quorum.

.

.

. .

Rec7ntly, too, the problem of a quorum was compounded when the Constitution was amended to admit any person of professorial rank to voting
mem~ership immediately, i.e., without the requirement of
year's probationary service. To illustrate, a quorum in the fall of 19 66 was
131 , this year it is 186.
~or the above reasons, therefore, I would like to propose the follow~ng as a substitution for Article I, Sec. 5 (b) -- quot~d above -in the Faculty Constitution• "Those members of the Voting Faculty
present, on active duty during a semester, but no fewer than twen~yfive, shall constitute a quorum for business. Members not on active
d~ty may, however, attend meetings and vote. Voting shall be by ~ ' ch
simple majority of those present, except on procedural matters, ~i
~hh~ll be governed by Robert's Rules of Order, and on amendments ibe-d
· 18 Constitution
which shall be voted upon in the manner prescr
in Article IV' Se~• 2 • "
There·
dm t
The University of
. is ample precedent for such an amen en•
· t
f
;:l~fornia, Indiana University, and the Mass~chuset~sp~r~~~~~neU~ive rs·~ nology have a similar quorum of twenty-fi~e, anh
handbook s
05 7 ' lar
1 hY requires but twelve.
These
are
institutions
w
1
ad on file but I feel sure that many others have simi
Provisions• '
~n addition, Robert's Rules of Order has the foli~w~nfh~o~~~t~f
has been found impractic~ble to ac~~mtr~sacted unless a
maj ~oluntary societies if no business ~an e organizations, meeting
~ee~~ity of the members is present. In .~~s the exception when a
Y or monthly for one or two hours, 1 1

m;st • it

majority of the members is present at a meeting, and therefore it
has been found necessary to require the presence of only a small
percentage of the members to enable the assembly to act for the
organization, or, in other words, to establish a small quorum ••
In the English House of Commons it is 40 out of nearly 700, being
about 6% of the members, while in the House of Lords the quorum i s
3, or about or&-half of 1% of the members. Where the quorum i s s o
small it has been found necessary to require notice of all b i lls,
amendments, etc., to be given in advance. (NOTE: UNM alre ady does
this.) • • • This principle is a sound one, particularly with
societies meeting monthly or weekly for one or two hours, and wi th
small quorums, where frequently the assembly is no adequate r epre sentation of the society.
11

I don't anticipate that such a reduction in the quorum as I prop ose
would significantly reduce the number of members who pre se ntly
a~tend the faculty meetings. The average attendance i s now some thing
like fifty to seventy-five, and the people who attend r e gularly are
those who feel that it is their responsibility to do so. These
people would, I believe continue to attend. What we would accomplish is to legalize ou~ present and prospective att 7ndance . With
our present quorum, there is no possibility of compliance.
I~ t~e Policy Committee approves this proposal, I would lik~ t o submit.i~ as a regular agenda item, with the procedur7 for voting and
ratification to be as outlined in Article IV, Section 2, of the Constitution. This section reads as follows: "This Constitution may
be ~ended by a two-thirds vote of the Voting Faculty pre se~t and
voting and ratification by the Regents. Amendments shall lie on
the table for thirty days before final action·"

GALO PLAZA LASSO
Galo Plaza is a man of the Americas. He represents in every
detail the highest ideals that this implies. He has demonstrated
a deep and abiding interest in the betterment of mankind in all
his actions and in the many posts which he has held. These qualiti es
are best exemplified by actions on his own hacienda - "Zuleta."

.... ,. ..

(

In Ecuador, the large land owners are characterized by a
practice known as Huasi-pungo. When a large hacienda is acquired
it generally includes a large number of farm workers called
Huasipungos. These workers are apportioned small parcels of land
on which they live and farm only as long as they remain in the
employ of the owner.
In addition, the women of the Huasipungo
are required to spend specified hours milking the dairy herds and
doing domestic chores at the main hacienda.
.
At Zuletu, Mr. Plaza has instituted a number of innovations
to counter these practices and to guarantee the dignity of the
individual:
a) he has given his workers ownership titles to their

respective parcels, without requiring continued employment
at Zuleta;
b) he has organized credit unions and co-ops amongst his

workers and provided offie§.. space and technical assistance
at the main hacienda;
c) his workers are amongst the highest salaried workers in

the Republic of Ecuador.
d) he has constructed and staffed schools for the workers'

children. It is the only requirement for continued
employment at Zuleta that school-age children must attend
school;
e) he has started a "future farmer" type program where the

young boys are shown better ways of cultivation and where
a youngster is given a pure bred ram if his father agrees
to have all his own rams castrated; and,
f) he has begun a program for girls in whic~ they are.taug~t

to embroider.

Their products are sold via Zuleta in Quito.

The above are just some of the things whic~ Galo ~laza has
done
. . as a pri· va t e ci·t·izen. What follows is n biographical sketch
giving his accomplishments as a public figure,

BIOGRAPHIC DATA
He was born in New York City on February 17,_1906, whil~ his
father, General Leonidas Plaza Gutierrez, Ecuado~i~n Ex-president,
Was performing the function of Plenipotent~n!Y Minister o~ Ecua ~or
in the United States.
(Leonidas Plaza Gu~ierrez was Presid! nt in
two periods, 1901-1905 and 1912-1916). His mother was A~el~nn
"
Lasso de Pl~
t
ddaughter of the Independence proceres
A ,
...,za, grea -gran
· n·
d
scazubi and Salinas nnd direct descendant of Capta:n :ego e
Sandoval
'
d
f San Francisco de Quito in 1534.
, one of the foun ers o

Galo Plaza was graduated ,,as Bachiller en Humanidades Modernas in the Insti tuto Nacional Me jia, in Quito in 1925. Later he completed advanced studies of agriculture and economics at the Univ ersities of Cali fornia and Mary land. Subsequently, he attended
specialized courses in dipl oma cy in the Foreign Service School of
Georgetown Univ ersity in Washingt on.

2~6

He has recei ved honorary doctorates from the Universities
of Maryland, Columbia, Washingt on, Saint Louis, and Harvard, and
decorations from the governments of Bolivia, Chile, Colombia ,
Costa Rica, Cuba , China, Guatema la, Mexico, and the United States .
From 1929 to 1930 he was a Civil Aggregate in the Ecuadorian
Legation in Washington and in 1931 he returned to Ecuador to take
charge of the agricultural holdings of his family.
On March 7, 1933 he was married to Rosario Pallares Zaldumbide .
He has one son, Galo , ~nd five daughters: Elsa, Luz Avelina,
Rosario, Marcela, and Margar ita.
I~ 1937 he was elected Councilman of Quito's Municipa lity
and Council President in 1938. In this . same year, he presided
over the delegation to the First Bolivarian Olympic Games in
Bogota, Colombia .
From 1938 to 1940, he was Minister of National Defense during
the government of Dr. Aurelio Mosquera Narvaez. In 1944 he was
designated Ambassador to the United States. He headed the Ecua dorian
delegation to the Ca pultepec Conference and from there was name d
delegate to the Snn Francisco Conference where he was a chart er
member of the group which founded the United Nations in 1945.
He was elected Senator for the Province of Pichincha in 1947.
He was elected Preside nt of Ecuador from 1948 to 1952. He was
the first Preside nt to complete his term in office in 13 years.
During his presidential term broad economic possibilities emerged
for the country. But an earthquake destroyed a great part of the.
I~!erandinan section, and Plaza became famous for the reconst:uctio n
~L~ 0
which his Government promoted. It was then that he said:
~tis not time fo r lamentations. If someone wants to cry, let
him cry Sucres" (sucres is the name of the Ecuadorian dollar.)

:t

In 1958 and 1959 he presided over the CEPAL commission which
established the basis for the Latin American Common Market. In
1958 he was sent by the United Nations to Lebanon as h~ad of t~e
~~!e:ve:s Mission. In 1960 he was President of the United Nations
mission in the Congo.
. He was Vice President of Intern~tional ?on~erence: on. World
Nensions in Oxford 1961 and in Bahia, Brazil in 1962, United.
o~tions Mediator i~ the Cyprus conflict from 1963 to 1965; Pr_e sident
the Development National Bank of Ecuador from 1963 to 1965.
·
· t· s· one for the i mproveI n Ecuador he has founded two associa
ion·
:~~t of cattle and dairy herds, the other for the improv eme nt of
ep and wool.
T

hi~na:~ is the founder of the Colegio Americano - the official
Englislonal school in Quito, where students are taught in both
h anct Spanish.
Organ~~st_recently he has been elected Secretary General of the
ation of American States.
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To:
From:

University Faculty
George P. Springer, Dean, Graduate School

The Graduate Committee, at its February 15 meeting, approved
the recommendation of the Engineering Faculty to change the
minimum requirement for the master's degree.
The new requirements are in conformity w5.th the minimum for
the Graduate School as a whole, except that unde r Plan II,
course work is reduced from 32 semester hours to 30.
In a further change, the College of Engineering Faculty
voted to reduce the requirement for 500-level cour9es from
15 hours to 12. The Graduate School minimum requirement
presently being 12, no approval for this step is necessary.
~he matter is brought before the University Faculty for
informational purposes only.
A vote is recommended, however, on the reduction in the
over-all hour requirement from 32 to 30.
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Sill YJ.ARY OF PROPOSAL FOR Pr: .D . fo POLITICAL SCIEJ CE
PROPOSED

1.

REQUI REiiEi~TS FOR THE PH. D.
Entry into the Ph . 0. program.

Students seeking admission to the doctora l

prograrr. must hold the master's degree 7 and must adciitionally satisfy the department
that they are capable of studies in political science at the Ph.D. level.

As

provided in the Bulletin of the Graduate School ) a student may be admitted
provisionally , continuance in the program beine contingent on his performance
on an advisement examination which is administered by a departmental committee
during the first semester of his residence.
2·

Field and Course Reguiremen ts.

Work for the Ph.D. will be offe r ed in

four general areas, and speciali zations within those areas , as follows ·
A.

American Government and Politics
Specialties : National, state and local government , including emphases
in institutions, political dynamics (parties , interest groups , pu1 lic
opinion , political behavior), policy processes , public l aw, and pu l i e
administration.

B.

Comparative Government and Politics
Specialties: Eastern and Western European and Latin American compar ative
government , with emphases in institutions, politics , adminis tration .
policyp:-ocesses , law , development.

C.

International Relations
Specialties: International politics , inten1ational law , internationa l
organization, international administration .

D.

Political Theory
Specialties : 1 uropean , American and Latin American poli tic a l t heo:y ·
.
including traditional and contemporary empirical app ro aches ; admi nistr a t ive
theory , and theories of international relations .

ijhile particular prog~ams vary , the one proposed is typ i cal , as evidenced
by the following statement from the American Political Sci en ce Association :
"I n general, political science as a disci pline is ordinarily divided int o fo ur

broad areas of stu dy.
and Processes

'

These are political theory, American political ins t i t ut ions

. · 1 i st;tutions and processes , and international
1
comparative po 1t1ca
n ~

22
-2relations, organization and law.

In practice, these four major subdivisions of

attention constitute great categories of political knowledge.

1i·!ithin each

subdivision there are further specializations. ;;*
It is our intention to permit filaXimuo flexibility in planning in<lividual
programs, while insuring that all students receive basic preparation.

Individual

programs are planned by the student's Comoittee on Studies in consultation with
him.

The minimal requirements include ttajor concentration in one of the above

areas, and minor concentration in three other areas in Political Science , or
two other areas in Political Science plus a minor in another Department , hich
is logically related to his overall program of study.

The student must meet

the minimal course and residency requirements established by the Graduate School
(see PP· 44-49 of the 3ulletin of the Graduate School for 1967-68) .

3.

Foreign Language Requirement :

A candidate for the Ph.D. in Political

Science will be required to pass reading examinations in two languages, chosen
from French , Russian i Ge rman ; Portuguese and Spanish, or ) alternatively , one
language and demonstrated proficiency in Statistics (normally shown by completion ,
with grades of B or above

of six hours of course work in statistics approved

'
by the department).

4.

~ethodology Requirement:

The Ph,D, candidate will be required to

complete two 500-level courses in hethodology and Research Techniques.

5.

Advancement to Candidacy,

In accordance with Graduate School regulations ,

the student shall file application for admission to candidacy for the Ph. ~. upon
completion of 30 hours of graduate work, of which 12 hours beyond the master s
degree h

i
ave been taken in residence at the Univers ty.

to cand · d
1

*u

In order to be advanced

h 1
ge and methodology
acy the s tu dent, having completed t e angua

d

d

:~litical Science as a Discipline: A Statement by theiC~'?"'itte~onp:~~ ar s
Ro nstruction of the American Political Science Assoc a ion'~·
. Sci .
.._;;;y., Vol. LVI , p. 417 (1962),

-3requirements, must pass a comprehensive examination administered by the Department
on the student's major and minor fields of study.

He must also have departmental

approval of , his dissertation prospectus.
6.

Dissertation:

The Ph.D. candidate will be encouraged to submit a

dissertation prospectus as early as the end of his first semester of post-LA.
work, and to work continuously toward the completion of the dissertation.

The

completed dissertation must be approved by the candidate's Committee on Studies.
Following such approval the final oral examination is given in accordance with
University regulations.
~ew courses.

With the inauguration of the Ph.L. program (as soon as approved

by the B.~.F.) we plan to restructure our graduate seminars, increasing the number
from eight to eleven, to include two in research methods and nine seminars in the
areas of specialization~ as follows:*
1.

American Government and Politics
Pro-Seminar
Research Seminar

2.

Comparative Government and Politics
Pro-Seminar
Research Seminar in European Comparative Government
Research Seminar in Latin American Comparative Government

3.

International Relations
Pro-Seminar
Research Seminar

4.

Political Theory
Pro-Seminar
Research Seminar

*The pro-

.
d di
ssion format. The research
seminar is a combined lecture an
scu
h areas of
:em1nars are repeatable for any student up to six hours, as t e
esearch wil 1 vary from semester to semes t er,

-4It will also be necessary to convert the present one-semester course in

methodology and research methods into a full-year sequence.
In the first year of the Ph. D. program eight seminars will be given ,
including four each semester.

As the number of graduate students increases ,

the seminar offerings will be increased until t he full number is offerec
each year.
RESOURCES Al.1D COS TS

1.

Staff.

The Department of Political Science will have twelve teachinb

faculty in 1968-69.

Educational backgrounds and fields of interest of the

faculty are as follows :
Edwin C. Hoyt, Professor , Chairman of the Department.
Ph.D . Columbia University, 1958; A. B. ~ laude, P.arvard 1 1938 ~ LL.B,
Harvard, 1942. Taught previously at Columbia University and Hamilton
College; University of New Mexico since 1960. Publications include
one book and various articles. Fields of specialization: International
Politics, Law and Organization ; American Foreign Policy.
Dorothy I. Cline, Professor ; Director, Divison of Government Research .
B.A. University of ltichigan 1926; M.A. University of Chicago 1945 ,

Extensive public service , includine League of Women Voters, ~ational
Youth Administration, w.P.A,, u. s. Housing Authority, Office of Price
Administration, Office of Civilian Defense, Federal Security Agency ~
State Director of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, State
~and Advisory Board, New Mexico Housing Authority Board ( chairman),
ilernalillo Board of County Commissioners (chairman), [National]
Advisory Commission on I:itergovernmental Relations. Teaching at UdM
since 1946. Author of some three dozen published articles. Fields
of specialization: American Governnent ; State and local government and
public administration .
Albert H· Rosenthai, Professor.
1

Ph.D. Harvard University, 1940 (Littauer Fellow 1939-40) · B.A. sumraa r
laude, University of Denver ? 1936 ; ?LA , University of Minnesot~ , 1~37.
Taught previously at University of Denver (Director, School of Pub~ic
Administration), University of Southern California, Trinity College,
Dublin, and The University of Minnesota, Universi t y of New Mexico
since September 1967 • hxtensive public service ? includinc thirteen .
years as Regional Director, u. s. Department of Healt h, Education ana
Welfare, Colorado and four other states, Author of two books ai.d a
number of articles. Fields of specialization: American Government

~

and Public Administration,
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-5Martin C. l~eedler, Associate Professor ; Director , Division of Inter-American Affairs.
Ph.D . Harvard University, 1960 ; A.B. magna~ laude 9 Harvard , 1954 (Phi
Beta Kappa). Taueht previously at harvard, Dartmouth , and The University
of Michigan. University of New Hexico since 1966. Author or ec!itor of
six books and more than a dozen published articles. Fields of specialization :
Latin-Americau Poli tics ; Comparative Politics ; American Foreign Policy .
Arthur M. Hanhardt ,. Jr. , Associate Professor.
Ph.D. Horthwestem University s 1963 ; B.A. University of Rochester . 1953 .
N:.A. Colgate University, 1958. Taught previously at lforthwestern University
and University of Oregon. Author of one monograph and t wo articles.
Field of specialization : Comparative politics .
};ark Neuweld, Associate Professor.
Ph.D. Harvard University, 1956 ; B. A. Horthwestern University :. 1949 '. 11. A.
Harvard, 1950 . Taught previously at Hestern Reserve University, Long
Island University, and Universi ty of California, Santa Barbara. St aff
member of System Development Corporation , Santa Monica , Calif ornia
1960-66. University of New Mexico since 1966 . Two published art icles.
Fields of specialization : Comparative Pol iti cs with emphasis on the
Soviet Union and t he Communist Bloc.
Robert J. Sickels , Associate Professor.
Ph.D. Johns Hopkins , 1960 ; B. A. and N. A. University of Chi cago. Taught
previously at the College of Wooster, Skidmore College, Uni ver sit y of
Vermont, University of Maryland , and Purdue Univers ity . Author of
four published articles.
Harry P. Stumpf, Assistant Professor , on l eave 1967-68 f or study of l egal ser vices

programs i n the Bay Area > Californi a

Ph.D. Northwestern University 1964 ; B. A. University of Colorado, 1954 :
H. A. Georee Washington Univer;ity, 1958. Taught pr eviously at Colorado
State University . University of New Nexico since 1964 . Four publ i shed
articles. Fields of specialization : Law and Politics , American
Government.
l@rold V. Rhodes , Assistant Professor.
Ph.D. University of Arizona, 1964 : B,A,, M.A. Wichi t a State University ,
1958, 1959. Taught previously at the Universit y of Arizona and Uake
Forest College. University of clew Mexico since 1966 . . One pu~lished
monograph. Book in preparation f or Wadswor th Pttblishing .CompGny · )
Fields of special i zation : Political Theory (European auct American '
American Government.
lh_omas P. Wolf, Assistant Professor.
13
Ph.D.
1967 (Hoodrow Wilson Fellow, i 959 - 60) : · A.
Wi hi Stanford University,
.
. v
Stanfor d _ 1961. Teaching at Unive:rsity
c ta State University , 1959 ~ n . A. .
Fields of specialization ·
1' 1
of
New
Mexico
s
i
nce
1963.
Fi
ve
publ1shed
ar
t
c
es
,
Am ·
· 0 · i on · Comparat i ve p oi·t·
i ics.
erican Politics , Parties and Public pin
:
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-6Helen Ingram, Assistant Professor.

Ph.D. Columbia University, 1967 ; B.A. Oberlin 1959. Teaching at the
University of New Nexico since 1963. Member of Board of Editors
'
Natural Resources Journal. One published article 1 and another being
considered for publication. Fields of specialization: American
Government ; The Legislative Process ; The Presidency.
W
illiam J. Brisk, Assistant Professor.
Ph.D. in Progress, Johns Hopkins University ; B.A., ~ laude , Brown
University, 1960; L.L.B. New York University (Root-Tilden Scholar) ,
1963; M.A., School of Advanced International Studies (Johns Hopkins),
1965. Teaching at Inter-American University, San German, P.R., 1967-68.
Shell International Fellow (Peru), 1966-67. Four articles. Fields of
specialization: International Relations ; Comparative Politics ; LatinAmerican Politics.
We are also asking initially for two teaching assistantships.

A very rough

projection of growth of staff over the next 5 years is contained in the
following table:
Number of teaching
professorial staff
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

2.

12
13
14
15
16
Library.

Teaching
Assistants

Estimated number
of Ph.D. students

2

4

Estimated number
of Ph.D. 's awarded

8

3

12
16

4

5
5

20

1
2
3

The Zimmerman Library is currently receiving all important

United States Government documents.

We are also receiving all the printed

United Nations documents, and all the major American journals in the political
science a

rea.

~ !_ork ,'.limes.

Of out-of-state newspapersp we

have a complete file only of the

Where our library is weakest is in foreign government

publications and foreign periodicals.

We are now attempting to fill out our

holdings of British Parliamentary papers and other British Government documents ,
and we are comparatively strong in Soviet and Latin-American materials.

Deficiencies in Western European materials can be dealt with in part through
inter-library loans, but for the immediate future, at least, we will have
to limit dissertation topics in the comparative government field to those
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-7areas in which we have sufficient library resources.

Eventual availability

of national microfilm loan services may fill ma~y eaps.

The eaps in our

library resources which concern us are generally equally important to History,
Economics and Sociology .

We are asking for supplemental library funds over the

next five years to ma~ntain them at the increased level provided this year
from a special federal grant.
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SU\VllVARY CF PRCPCSAL FCP PJ-f. D. IN RO'tv1ANCE LANGUAGES

I.

Rationale:
The Deoar tment of ~Roder n and Classical Languages was one of

the earliest departments at

um1

authorized to grant the Ph.

o.

The re-

cent Cartter Report, rating the New ?>'Texico Ph. D. in Spanish as "good" ,
gave it the highest national standing of any doctoral progr8m at this
university.

Until now the Ph.

o.

in the Deoartment of Modern and

Classical Languages has been available only in Spanish languaqe and
literature; students could h ·c,Wever minor in French or PortuauPse.

We

propose to expand this program so that students wil l have two additional
options for a doctoral specializatjon:

French language and literature

and Portuguese language and literature (with minors in either French,
Portuguese, or Spanish).
After an almost two-year study by a separt~ental committee, we
conclude that these new options could be offered with out costly a di tions in curriculum, faculty, or library resources.
doctoral program would be called the Ph.
Literatures.

o.

This broadened

in Romance Languages and

This doctorate is one of the oldest offered by American

universities and has always been regarded as one of the basic and traditional degrees at our most venerable institutions of higher education.
At UNtv1, the Ph. 0 · R
e Languages would be a natural, logical
• 1.n omanc
. .
exte ·
· s
· sh and Latin-American
nsion of already recognized strength 1n pan1.
studi es and programs in French and Por t ugues e •
.
· t d at UNr-1 since 1939,
S 1.nce the Ph.D. progra m in Spanish has ex1s e
we shall stress the rationale for adding the options in French and
Portuguese .

UNrt. is unique among universities of national standinq in

. -. 2
2
that French has not enjoyed at least equal status wi th Bisp a nic s tudies .
The establishment of a Ph .D. option in French woul d help e l i minate
this imbalance and add even more national rec ogniti on to our institu tional reputati o n as a center for the study of mod e r n l anquages and
literatures.

I t would also strength en UNM 's eff ort s to b ecome a cen -

ter of study in wh ich the i n ternati o nal d i mensi o n of learning receives
maj or aecentuation.

Although Portuguese Ph.D. p r ogr ams a re less

numerous than t h ose of t h e other Pomance Langua ge s, the doctoral op tion in that field would fit in with UNtJ' 's trans-depa r t mental commit ment to Iber o -American studies.

The federal gov ernment has classified

Portu guese as a " critical language " .

Oe tnographic spec i a l is ts

redict

t h at Brazil wi ll inevitably bec ome o ne of th e tnost popul ous nati o P
t he world.

in

In addition to its use in Po rtugal, Por tuou?se is of

c ourse the p rincioal wester n language i n lar g e port ion s of Africa .
French retains its vital position as a p ri~e linguisti c t ool in in ternational relations, cotn-merce, and t o uris m.

At t he Uni ted

ations,

as many metl'ber-states use French as Eng lish, wh ile s ome one - third cf
t h e newly emerged nations, important s egments of thP ~ i dd l e East, Far
In the purely human East

'

and western Europe remain Francoph onic .
because of

istic dotl'ain, French con t5 nues to be a most vi t al fie l d :
t h e long unbr oken tradition of a hi gh q uality of literar y productjon
in England and France, most literar y critics reg a rd th e se two li teratures as the backbone of comparati ve studies in western litera tures.
The Ph .

o.

would a fford students at UNM
in P omance Langu ages
Th ey c ould t a ke combinati~ns

unn recedented educational f lexibility .

·
0 l iterary f i elds . The
ccurses in closely re l ated linquistic an
0
th advantage of the faculty ,
same flexib i lity woul d als o wor k t o
e
.
p
ce ph il o l ogy and i n teqrated literary
· s cour s es which combine
who could develop courses 1n oman
f
Pather than p r o liferate of ering '
lllovements.
f
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closely related fields would actually tighten up certain existinq
curricula.

Dissertations and research projects devoted to these

closely related fields would enrich the humanistic environuient at UNM.
The Ph.D. in Romance Languages would draw from a larger student
population than is presently the case.

Undergraduates and M.A. s tu-

dents with majors in one Romance language and minors in another (a
common major-minor arranqement) could easily move into UNfv''s programs .
The undergraduate who had studied only one languagP and literature
could also, after an early transitional staqe, move into the prooosed
Romance Languages Fh. D.
Naticnally the shortage of Ph. D.'s in Pornance Languages is one
of the crises in higher education.

At a recent conference of aca-

demic deans in California, it was deemed that 'qualified French instructors and professors ranked with qualified Economics insttuctors
and professors in the category of the scarcest available replacements."
Commenting on this report, the editor of the French qeview (Oct. 1967,
Vol. xli, no. 1) noted that this shortage was a national one:
"But from the nation's standpoint, the situation is not e~couraging. Even if we add a proportion of the 40 doctorate s 1n
'Philology and Literature of Romance Languages' and of the 60
in Linguistics (including Phonetics and Semantics) to the 7 2
Ph. D.•s granted each year in French, we ca~not esc~pe the conclusion that the numerous graduate schools in the fifty states
are net feeding enough Fh. D.'s into the nation's colleges and
universities. They are doing little more, one ~ight guess, than
replacing the vacancies created by retirements in a? era w~en "
national student enrollments in French are sharply increasing.
During

the 19 ~ 4 _ 55 year--the last year for which comolete statistics

are available--only 72 Ph. D.'s were granted in French anrl only 6 5 in
Spanish.

Yet, French and Spanish enrollments (the first and second

most commonly studied languages in college) increased at a higher
Nor can one
rate than that of the total college student pooulation.
So long as
reasonably foresee a decline in language enrollments.
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faculties in at least 706 liberal arts colleges consider proficiency
in a second language as a fundamental requirement f or the A. R. de gree, an enor mous segment of the college population wil l inevitably
study modern foreign languages.

Since World War II there has been

a marked trend to strengthen the language requirement as one of the
principal characteristics of the undergraduate degree .

The first

NDEA listed foreign languages as one of the three critical fields in
the academic disciplines, along with sciences and mathematics .
At UNM where language enrollments have reflected national increases, lower division required classes are generally tauqht by ara duate assistants suoervised by full - time faculty.

ThesP courses are

becoming harder to staff with qualified assistants, especially in
French where the M.A. is currently the highest degree offered.
Post-baccalaureate students tend to pursue their M. A. in universities
where there is also the likelihood of working towards the Ph.D .
The availability of the new Romance Languages coticns wcu ld en~ance
our graduate program and attract more qualified students to come
here both to teach as assistants and to pursue their advanced degrees.
The proliferation of community junior colleges and new State
university campuses, all of which inevitably need language teach ers ,
aggravates the already acute shortage of Ph. D.'s in Pomance Lan guages .

By broadening its current Ph.D. options in languages, UNr-'

may help at

least partially

to allevi·ate this shortage, initial ly in

the southwestern states and eventually in the nation.
11 ·

•,Eesources :
Th
tnent,
these

e Department, following years
would in its current stage of
new options .

Of substantial growth and improvedevelopment be ready to undertake

Library resources

are approaching desirable

5

levels.

For decades fine collections in Spanish, Latin American and

Portuguese literatures have been developed.

Because Soanish-Portuguese

book purchases were supoor ted by supl)lementary financing ( Language
and Area Center, NDEA Language Institute), the Department has been
able in the past few years to divert a major portion of its reqular
library allocations to French.

When the fv! . A. in Frend' was first

instituted here, some five years ago, bock-buying in that language
intensified and has not diminished since.

In recent years private

donations and support by the French government have imoro,,ed our
holdings.

French currently receives the largest portion of the suh-

stantial Title II allocation to the Department, and resources in this
field have reached levels which justify adding an ootion in Frenc~
to its doctoral program.

As an entity, holdings in French, Portu-

guese, Latin American, and Peninsular Spanish literature already
comprise one of the major collections in the UNY- Library.
Current course offerings are adequate in sufficient quantity an<1
quality to sustain the Ph.D. in Romance Languages.

N0 additional

courses beyond those already authorized are conte~plated.

Since

1960 significant new appointments have been wade to the faculties
of all the Pomance Languages, and no additional orofessors would be
needed beyond the already approved staff-level to carry out the goals
cf the Ph • D. 1n
·
Romance Languages.

Student registrations in all of the Romance Languages have undergone dramatic increases.

Between 1958-59 and 1965-66 enrollments

in French have nearly tripled.

During the last two years, with the

Slight decline in out-cf-state enrollment (which feeds lanauages
other than Spanish), French has leveled off
pl
g

ane.

rcw.

At the same time, courses above

at a relatively high

the 300-level continued to

opulation were to remain
Even if the out-of-state student P

2
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stationary, French concei v ably could begin once again to increase ra pidly:

for instance, the Albuquerque School System, from which UM<'

draws most of its students, rep or ts a sharp increase in French in most
of

its

secondary schools.

Students often continue in colleqe the

same language they started in high school.

At the same time, t~e

Hispanic orientation of our immediate geographical reg i on ~uarantees
large enroll ments in Spanish at UM<'.

In the Fall cf 1967 more than

2,000 students were enrolled in Spanis h courses.

Portuguese is truly i~pressive.
plied more than six times .

The situation in

In a decade the pr ogra~ has multi -

Today UNfv' boasts one cf the laroest

Portuguese programs in the nation.

Following is a summary of en-

rollments in French and Portuguese for the last ten years .
STUDENT CREDIT HOURS TAUGHI', 1958- 68
Semester I
(As of registration)

FRENCH

1958-59

831

1959-60

882

1960-61

936

1961-62

1,203

1962-63

1,407

1963-64

1,596

1964-65

1,959

1965-66

2,214

1S56-67

2,127

1967-68

2,097

POPTUGUESE
126
240
363
510
537
510
612
576
723
756

7
Following are statistics demonstrating the number of degrees awarded at
all three levels during the last five
Portuguese
French
Ibero
BA
~A Ph.D.
BA r."A
2
3
0
0
1
l9S2-S3
0
1963-64
10
0
0
1
3
1964-65
2
0
0
l
1965-66
2
l
1
1
10
2
1966-67
3
1
1
9
1967-68
expected
III. Prooratl'

13

8

4

4

0

academic years:
Spanish
MATS

BA

MA

11

2

21

0

28

5

9

24

9

14

l
l

27
31

12

16

0

9

8

3

38

14

6
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Ph.D.

For the Ph.D. in Romance Languages required course wcr ~ would
actually exceed by 25% the tl'inimum stated in the UM,' Graduate Scho ol
Catalogue.

A minimum of 60 credit

will be required beyond the B. A.

hours exclusive of dissertation,

'

The 60 hours would be distributed

as follows:
A.

33 credit hours in the major (French, Spanish or
Portuguese).

B.

18 credit hours in the minor (French, Portuguese,
or Spanish).

C.

9 credit hours in philology, linguistics or other aporo"ed

closely related fields.
Language Competence (Research Tools):

In addition to the

student's abi Ii ty to take courses often taught entirely in the
major and minor languages, he would demonstrate reading oroficiency in GPrrnan and Latin.

In certain cases, where special

educational objectives required other languages (e.q. Italian
in Renaissance studies), the student's committee would be etl'powered to insist on additional linguistic competencies.
Qualifying Exams:

Students with~. A.'s from other institutions

would be required before admission to candidacy to pass a series
of examinations in both their major and minor literary and
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linguistic fields.
ComprePensive Examinations:

Courses and reading lists would ~e

designed to orepare students to de~onstrate in a seriPs of formal
examinations their thorough understanding of the history of tPe
major langu~ge and literature, from the early Middle Ages to the
present, as well as a less specialized, though generalized acquaintance with the history of the minor language and literature.
Dissertation and Final oral Exams:

The dissertation subject

would come from the field of the major or the minor or could
involve a com?arative study of both.

In certain cases, it

could involve comparative research in other fields closely related witr the majcr and/or minor.

The final oral examination

would normally concern the dissertation and matters directly
related thereto.
IV.

Implementation
Students:

The new options would not officially begin until

the Fall semester cf 1969-70.

Public announcements and recruit-

dur1·ng the preceding winter.
1
met
n of students would take pace
Library:

The library collections in Romance Languages would

continue to expand at the rate of growth that has prevailed
here since 1 960 •

Gaps in older collections would be filled on

a priority basis, while requisite new collections wculd be
added as they appeared.
Space·.
_

d. .
would immediately be required.
No ad 1t1onal space
b "!ding has been construeAs soon as an envisaged neWhurnanities ui
roo ms and adequate office
ted, it is expected that seminar
Use by faculty and graduate
space would become available for
assistants.
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Graduate Assistants:

In the Fall of 1967-68, t he department had

the following nutl'ber of assistants:

12 in French; 22 graduate

assistants and teaching assistants in Spanish.

As U~'s enroll-

ment increased, additional graduate and teaching assista ntships
would be needed to staff the lower division c ou rses and to
oarticioate in other necessary depart~ental duties (Lab.
assistantsh ips, etc.)
V.

Faculty:

A.

Here we list each of the assistant, associate, and full pro -

fessors as of Sep teIDber 1968 and a brief stateme nt on e ach nrofe sor :
Claude fvl . Book:
(Assistant Professor of French) A. B., University
of Paris, 1950; ~ . A., University of Texas, 1956; Language
Laboratory Association at the University of Texas; chairman,
Language Di v ision, Association of Indeoendent Schools of Tevas;
St . Stephens; Alliance Fran~aise, University cf New ~·exjco;
former teaching at Bristol, TPnnessee,High School; University
of T:xas; Austin High School, st. Stephen's Preo School ; author
cf fi v e learned articles.
Truett Book:
(Associate Professor of French) A. B. , Baylor University, 1943; ~. A., Sorbonne; Ph.D., University of Paris, 1950;
Beta Pi Theta, Pi Delta Phi, Phi Sigma Iota; former teach ing at
Texas A. and M., King College (Bristol Tenn. ), University of
Texas; three books and two articles.
_Ru_b_e~n~C~o~b~o~s~:
(Assistant Professor of Sp anish) A. B., University of
New Mexico, 1936; M.A., university of New.Mexico, 1 941; P? · D.,
Stanford all exams passed--finishing thesis; fort11er teaching at
.
' university, 1939-42; over fifty newsp~pe r and .l e~rned
Hig~lands
articles; expects to publish Refranero Nuevom:xicano, Dictionary
of New Mexican Spanish, Dictionary of New Mexican Folklore.
(Associate professor of Spanish} A. B., Un~versity
Ned J. Davison:
of Utah, 1949; M. A., UCLA, 1952; Ph. o., UCLA, 1~57; ~igwa
Delta Pi; forIDer teaching at College of Idaho, Unive rsit y of
Oregon UCLA· four books and one of translati ons of poetry;
twenty'three' articles· author of many newspaper articles in Latin
A~erican periodicals;'expects to publish Eduardo Barrios, (Twayne
Publishing Co.), 1968.
Robert M. Duncan:
(Professor of Spanish) A. B.' o~erli? College'
1926; ~ . A., Oberlin C0llege, 1930; Ph.D., ~nivers1ty o~
Wisccnsin, 1g36; chairman, Insurance and file:1retT'ent.Camfll1ttee ·
Library Committee; chairman, General Phonetics Section, ~ ;
ChairtT'a
L
t i n AATSP· forlT'er teaching at Institute
n, anguage 5 ec o ,
'
u ·
·t
f wi
Ingles in Santiago, Chile; Oberlin Colle~e, nivers1 Yo
sconsin, University of New ~exico; 17 articles and one textboo~.
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Pelayo H. Fern6ndez:
(Associate Professor of Spanish) B. A.,
University of Ca~ifornia, 1957; M.A., Wayne University (Honors),
1959; Ph.D., University of Salamanca, Spain, (Magna cum laude),
1961; Phi Beta Kappa (Univ. of Calif.); teaching at University
of Connecticut; three books and two articles in literary reviews,
a series in newspapers (U.S.A. and Spain); e:xpects to publi h a
book in 1968.
Robert D. Herron:
(Assistant Professor of Spanish) A. B., University
of Rich~ond, 1957; ~. A., university cf Wisconsin, 1959; University cf Wisconsin, 1962; Ph.D., University cf Wisconsin, anticipated 1968; Phi Beta Kappa, 'voodrow Wilson Fellowship, J(napn
Fellowship, NDEA Fellow; teachinq at University of Wisconsin; a
commentary.
Tamara Holzapfel:
(Assistant Professor cf Spanish) A. B., University of North Carolina, 1957; t-1. A., university of Iowa, 1960 ;
Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1964; teaching at University of
Iowa; one article.
(Professor of French) A. B., University of Southern
Jack Kolbert:
California, Magna Cum Laude, 1948; ~. A., University of Southern
California, 1949: 2 yrs. post-graduate study, Univ. of Calif. at
Berkeley and 1 yr., univ. of Paris; Ph.D., Columbia University,
1~57; Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, Pi Delta Phi, Sigma Delta
Pi, Phi Sigma Iota, Pi Delta Epsilon, Omikron Delta Kappa,
Chevalier des Palmes Academiques; two Fulbright fellowshios and
a Ford Foundation Fellowship; teaching at Wesleyan University,
University of Southern California, university of CalifornB,
Columbia University, chairman, University of Pi~tsburgh; three
books and twenty-.four articles; e:xpects to oubl1sh moncqraph
on Andre ~aurois; will publish two books on Albert Camus and
Stendhal in spring 1968.
g_nrique E. Lamadrid:
(Assistant Professcr of Spa~ish). A. 8 •'
Western Maryland College, 1946; Highlands university, 1952;
M.A.T.S. University of New r,,iexico, 1960; ~h. D., UC~, completing dissertation; Phi Kappa Phi; teac~1ng at Pu?lic ~~ho~is New Mexico and Colorado, Summer NDEA rnst 1 tute,-;unive:s~ ~
Colorado, University of Puget Sound; co-author O SpanlS
or
Communication to be published in 1~70.
Ray

· h Chairman of the Deoartmond R. ~acCurdy•
(Prcfessor of Spanis -L · ·
ment)
·
. .
e university, 1939; rt. A., ouis1ana
A. B., Louisiana Stat
.
·t
f North Carolina
•
• '
State University, 1941; Ph.D., Universl Y O
1948; Phi Yaopa Phi, Sigma rot~ Alpha;
of Georgia LSU• seven books (includes
.
.
'
'
bl· h two manuscr1pts.
thirty articles; expects to pu 1s
Pt · ·
f French)
A B. University
• •
~ r1cia Murphy• (Assistant Professor O
it of
of Rochest~r, 1957, magna cum 1aude; Mf.W~., Uns1i.vnersl96YB · Phi
w•
·
· ty O
is con
,
,
1sconsin, 1962; Ph.D., Univers~.
at university of Renn~ ,
Beta Kappa, Phi Sigma Iota; teac ing

~e=~~~~;n:~ ~~~v:~~~~Y
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France, University of Florida and University of Wisconsin.
Marshall R. Nason:
(Professor of Spanish) A. B., Louisiana State
University, 1939; M.A., Louisiana State Uniuersity, 1947; Ph.D.,
University of Chicago, 1958; Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Delta Pi Phi
•
'
S igma
Iota; teaching at Louisiana State University; two books.
Theodore Al an Sackett:
(Assistant Professor of Spanish) A. B.,
University of California, 1912; fvl. A., University of Arizona,
1955; Ph.D., University of Arizona, 1965; Spanish, French
National Ponoraries; teaching at Williams College; co~nletino
1T1anuscriot.
Jack Tomlins: (Associate Professor of Pcrtuguese) A. B., University of New Mexico, 1951, Bigh }-fonors; tv'. A., University of
New ~exico, 1953; Ph.D., Princeton, 1957; Phi Kapoa Phi, Pri
Sigma Iota; teaching at Princeton, Wake Forest, Putgers,
Chatham; three articles; expects to publish one 1T1anuscript.
Sabine R. Ulibarrpi: (Associate Professor of Spanish) A. B.,
of ew
University of New Mexico, 1947; M.A., University
four books
~·'exicc, 194g; Ph. D., UCLA, 1959; Phi Sigma Iota;
and four articles; one manuscript in preparation.
Julian Eugene White:
(Associate Professor of French) A. B.?
Randolph-Macon College 1952; Phi Beta Kappz; fvl. A., Uni ersity of North Carolina' 1954• Ph: D.~ Univ,rsity of North
'
'
h.
t
Carolina 1962· Pi Delta Phi Phi Sigma rota; teac ing a
'
'
'
·
Mary Baldwin College; three books and six articles; comP 1 e t 'ing
two book-length manuscripts in 1968.
Following is a list of instructors in Romance Languages:
of Fre ch) BA
Barnard College,
.
L1se Hoshour:
(Part-time Instructor
.
n
, .• ;' 0 , 1 nteroretariat
Columbia University; diploma, Inst1tut Superieu
et de Traduction, Paris.
f 5
· h) B. A., university
O
Leon J. Marquez•• (Full-time Instructor
panis
·
NDEA Institute.
.
·ty of New Mexico,
of New Mexico; fvl.A.T.S., un1vers1
1·
.
t
tor of Portuquese) fvl. A.,
A ice Carmona-Morgan,
(Part-time Ins rue
. Portugal.
.
.
F
ldade de Letras in
.
University of Lisbon, acu
.
t r of Spanish) B. A.,
L. Norma Santa Anna:
(Full-time Instruc.o
't of New ~exico.
.
A. s
un1vers1 Y
University of Arizona; M•• ~. •,
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Albuauerque
committee on the University
c/o Dr. John M. Campbell
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Faculty of the University of New Mexico
Ladies and Gentlemen:
For some time the Committee on the University has been giving
careful thought and consideration to the controversial topic
of teacher evaluation. We realize that in the past projects
of this nature have been mishandled, but we feel that our
current plan is comprehensive, equitable and workable.
This proposal has been before the Faculty Policy committee,
and in its present form has the unanimous approval of that body.
We will appreciate your favorable consideration of this proposal,
and our chairman, John M. Campbell, will be happy to answer
your questions from the floor:
Most sincerely,

Gertrude E. Adams
Executive secretary
committee on the University

~---------,·~---------------------------.....~·-..
. 2 .. 7

The CoI111;1i~t 7e_on the U~iversity, after considering a number
of pos~i~ilities, submits the following recommendations fo r
a specific plan for teacher evaluation:
1.

That the purposes of the program be threefold:
a. To provide a bank of evaluative information on
each faculty member which could be usefu l as one
fac~or in considering questions of tenure, pro=motion, and salary in accordance with provisions
of the faculty handbook.
b. To provide each faculty member information which
would be useful in his own continuing efforts to
improve his teaching.
c. To provide the students material for the compilation
of a course and teacher guide.

2.

That the form of the auestionnaire and form of presentation
(samples attached) be considered by the Po licy committee
(and . the University Faculty ) .

3.

That the procedures for the evaluation be as follows:
a. Pre-publicity through the Lobo to inform students
and faculty about the questionnaire and its purposes .
b. Designate certain day or days for the administration
of the questionnaire.
c. One student in each class, appointed by the professor,
to be responsible for arranging with professors to
administer the questionnaire . (The completed
auestionnaire would include the students G.P.A., but
not the student's name. The pro fessor would have
no further contact with the auestionnaire.)
d. Completed IBM cards to be returned to a central
coliecting point until all are in, and then all forwarded to the Data Processing Center.

4.

That an implementing committee be appointed to administer
the program; this committee to be composed of four
students, appointed by the President of Associated
Students, and four faculty members, appointed by the
Policy committee.

s.

There would be a trial evaluation of all or most courses
during semester II, 1968. The techniques of the evaluation, but not the results would be analyzed. The
implementing committee, after analyzing the. tech~iques,
would then report on the effectiveness of tne tr~al
evaluation and would also report any recommendations to
th 7 Faculty Policy committee, the committee on the
University and the student senate. If t~ese three
committees are satisfied with the effe~tiveness of the
trial evaluation, then another evaluation would be conducted at the end of semester I, 1968-69 . . The.results
of that evaluation would be published during either
Semester II, 1958- 69, or during the summer ~f 1959.
In any event, the course guide would be available

during fall registration, 1969.
6.

That th~ cost of the program (discussed in the Data
Proc~ssing memora~dum attached) be shared by the administration and Associated Students. The cost of printing
to be absorbed by the Associated Students.

(copy of letter from Data Processing center)
December 15, 1967
The Sub-Committee on course Ev~luation
Associated Students
New Mexico Union
Subject:

STUDENT COURSE EVALUATION PROJECT

Gentlemen:
.on December 12, 1967, I was contacted by Mr. Pat
Harrigan concerning a cost estimate for processing the
Student Course Evaluation Project at the Data Processing
Center. A meeting was also held on December 13 to discuss
work~low and possible problem areas. The results of these
meetings, an estimated cost and our initial recommendations
and comments are summarized in this letter.
Background
The background of the student course Evaluation Project
from a student and administrative viewpoint is well known
~rom various discussions and meetings. Data processing
involvement in the project sterns from the proposal made to
the U. S. Commissioner for Education to support an
~xploratory program to improve undergraduate curriculum and
7nstruction in 1966. An ad hoc committee on course Evaluation
in 1966 and 1967 had included the Director of oata Processing
Center and students who were in Business Administration
data processing courses. Mssrs. Patrick Harrigan and Richard
Beauchamp devoted time to programming and designing t~e project
~n Data Processing center equipment. consequen~ly, since
~e system requires our type of unit recor~ equipment and
sin~e.the project appears to meet the requ 7rements for.
Administrative Data Processing, it is feasible to continue
the project at the Data Processing Center.
Current Status
Programs described in the attached fl~w charts have
been written by Mr. Harrigan and a test print-out has been
Prepared from the programs. However, the method to prepare
marking cards may be altered due to change~ in t~e st~dent
master files.
Since it is assumed that this proJect is a
continuing project, it is necessary to do~ument the systems,
Programming and operating procedures to fit our.sta~dard
Procedures format.
This will make the preparation ~ndependent
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from present members of the committee and insure continued
performance based upon past standards. In order to achieve
this degree of documentation, it will be necessary for a
systems analyst to devote time to this project before
proceeding with further costing and time estimates.
Time and cost Summary
Time and cost estimates at this time can only represent
a general picture based upon the attached workflow and some of
the problems which are described later in this letter. The
first cost estimate for this project, prepared last year by
a Data Processing student, was approximately $3600 for the
initial project runs.
Since the original estimates, the
number of programs required to meet your needs have increased
from three to six, correction runs are included, program
updates are considered and time for documentation is included.
It appears that the costs, based upon your procedure and
requirements, would be a minimum of approximately $6500 to
$7700. This estimate assumes that the present programs can
be used to prepare the reports and does not include any
costs associated with programming by Mr. Harrigan. The
estimate does include costs that we will pay to Mr. Harrigan
to assist us with the initial implementation and report
preparation. Future estimates for continuing work will
represent only Data Processing Center costs.
Our costing procedure at the Data Processing center is
normally to determine a standard job cost. We would not
exceed that cost unless the customer desires re-runs,
incorrect data forces re-runs or authorizes changes to the
~rograms and reports.
In order to arrive at a st~ndard co~t,
it is necessary that the sytem and procedure becl.e .arly defined.
At this point in the course evaluation project, too many
variables need to be changed into firm policy before we can
supply a cost estimate.
if
Due to the implementation problems tha~ always arise,
you desire, we could use a maximum cost estimate of $8500
on the first report. on subsequent runs~ we could then
prepare a standard cost based upon experience.
It is also
pos~ible that the $8500 could be reduced by a new systems
design and simplification of the workflow.
R_roblem Areas
.
In order for data processing methods.to be effective,
it is necessary that a good system b 7 designed based up~n
positive policies and reporting requi~ements.
Changes in
7equirements and design become expensive after the system
is operating (costs to redesign, reprogram and ~reate an
u~dated program on the computer usually r~sult in a
minimum charge of $150).
Re-runs reflecting changed
requirements re-runs to correct error cards, _an~ re-run~
to include m~re responses, etc., will result in increase

costs.
Therefore, it is very important at this time t o
determine your exact requirements. Some of the possible
problem areas are noted below for your considerat i o n .
1.

The number of responses required on the marksense card has a definite relationship to time
and costs.
If too many responses are desi r ed
an additional run on the computer may be n eed~d
to prepare a second card. Each set of t en
responses on the card requires a sepa ra te pass
on the document-originating machine. Thu s ,
ten responses require one pass, eleve n r espon ses
require two passes, and twe nty-five respons es
require three passes.

2.

It is essential that the Data Processing c enter
Procedures Coordinator be kept informe d o f
possible system changes, since chang e s in our
student records files will also effect t h e
course evaluation programs. changes i n programs
to fit any internally revised comput e r system
design will be completed at no charg e to cus t omers.

3.

The completed mark-sensed cards should b e accumulated until the report is ready for pre paration ,
since update runs on the compute r before a c utoff time is agreed upon will result in s ubstantial
additional costs.
In this regard, i t will become
necessary to determine the extent o f participation
that is desired . As with most collectio n pro jects,
the costs of 100% participation and a complete
error-free response will determine t he a c ceptable
levels.
It will also be necessary to d etermine
the procedure for correction of error c a r ds and
how to handle non-respondents. We have calculated
three re-entry runs for correction s i n ou r cost
estimates .

4.

The report format, number of copies, a nd whether
or not the report is to be decollated, b u r st , and
bound have a definite relationship to co sts ,
Since these factors are not yet determined , we
have assumed three runs through the c omput e r to
produce up to 15 copies based upon the present
format.

5.

Additional reports and statisti ca~ a n a l ysis
costs are not included in t h e estimat es a nd do
not need to be determined at th i s time .

6.

completion time for the reports mu st b e determined
since we will have to sch edule larg e block7 of
computer time to fit around our other commitments.
If the report is des i red before t~e e n~ o f.a
semester, costs will be reduced sinc e i t wil l not
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be necessary to match the responses to final
grades. If the report is due after the close
of a semester, it will be necessary to obtain
permission from the Registrar to use the final
grade report tape and thus scheduling will become
more critical due to registration processing and
post-registration reporting, i.e., Data Processing
Center scheduling will become critical.
How to Proceed
If you decide to continue the feasibility study of
this project, we can present a firm estimate based upon the
determination of your requirements whenever the problems
are resolved. I will be available to discuss any of the
costs and problems with you and our staff is prepared to
assist in design and possible cost reduction, if and when
you desire.
Yours truly,

/s/.
Louis R. Leurig
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TEACHER EVALUATION SCALE
PERSONAL QUALITIES:
1.

COMPETENCE:

This professor has a good knowledge of the subject
matter of the course; demonstrates interest in
his field; appears to keep "up to date" with
course materials.

2.

INSPIRATION: This professor causes me to do my own thinking;
makes me have new ideas: develops my critical
abilities.

3.

ENTHUSIASM:

4.

ORGANIZATION: This professor organizes course content well;
is prepared and thorough; utilizes class time
fully; presents materials in a well-balanced
way.

5.

CLARITY:

6.

AVAILABILITY:This professor is approachable; shows an

This professor stimulates my interest in the
course; motivates me to want to learn; shows
.- enthusiasm in teaching.

This professor presents the course material
clearly; is able to "get it across"; is
comprehensible.
interest in talking to students; makes himself
available and help_ful to them.

7.

INTERPERSONALThis professor is friendly and cooperative;
RELATIONSHIPS:displays general good will; inspires mutual
respect between himself and his students.

8.

HUMOR:

This professor shows a sense of humor.

9•

TOLERANCE :

This professor is open-minded; is.tol~rant
of student errcrs; is able to admit his own
mistakes.

l O•

ABSENCE OF
MANNERISMS:

This professor is free of annoying mannerisms;
speaks without bothersome defects, mumbling, etc .

ll.

PERSONAL
APPEARANCE:

This professor presents a good personal
appearance; is well-groomed and appropriately
dressed •

.£..LASSROOM PROCEDURES

12.

STUDENT PAR- This professor seeks student partic~pation:
TICIPATION: encourages questions; is able to stimulate
discussion.

13.

STATEMENT
OF GOALS:

This professor defines adequ~t 7ly goals.and
the course· clarifies and discusses
purposes Of
'
11 b'
t
course objectives in lectures, sy a 1, e c.
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14.

TECHNIQUES:

This ~rofessor employes good teaching
techniques, such as illustrations, review
and summarization, use of blackboard and
if appropriate, uses demonstrative m~terial
and audio-visual aids.

15.

PACE:

This professor has a good sense of pace; does
not move too quickly or slowly; does not
misjudge students' previous levels of
preparation or knowledge.

16.

TEXT:

This professor uses a core text (or texts)
which is (are) of good quality and appropriate to the course objectives.

17.

OTHER AS-

SIGNMENTS:

This professor makes use of outside-of-class ·
assignments which are of adequate quantity,
are related to the course, and expand student
horizons .

18.

EXAMS:

This professor gives examinations which are
fair, related to the course, and frequent enough
to make proper evaluations of student work.

19.

GRADING:

This professor explains grading practices ;
has adequate balance in distribution of high,
average, and low grades.

20.

FEEDBACK:

This professor is prompt in returning student
materials such as tests, papers, etc.; keeps
students sufficiently informed of their status.

21 •

INTERDIS-

22 •

CIPLINARY.
EMPHASIS:

This professor integrates course materials with
other areas of knowledc;;e; "crosses lines " into
other disciplines to show relationships or to
illustrate points in his own field.

RELEVANCE :

This professor relates the course to real life
problems.
OVERALL EVALUATION ·

23.

24.

~~SONAL
VALUE:

By taking this professor's course, I have
contributed to my general education and have
helped fulfill my goals and expectations for
the course.
I would recommend this professor's course to
fellow students with similar interests .

RATING SCALE TO BE USED

1.

NOT
APPLICABLE:

This statement has no bearing on this
professor or course.
I disagree very strongly with the statement,
and have only slight or minor reservations or
exceptions to make · it, if any.

2.

STRONGLY
.:DISAGREE:

3.

DISAGREE:

I disagree with the statement for the most part;
there may be a few major qualifications I
might make.

4.

DISAGREE
SOMEWHAT:

I tend to disagree more than I agree with the
statement, but I have quite a number of
qualifications I might make.

5.

CANNOT SAY:

I really find that it is exceedingly difficult
for me to either agree or disagree with the
statement because I have not made up my mind,
I do not have enough facts to judge, etc.

6·

AGREE SOME~:

I tend to agree more than I disagree with the
statement, but I have quite a number of
qaulifications I might make.

7·

AGREE:

I agree with the statement for the most part;
there may be a few major qualifications . I
might make.

8.

STRONGLY
AGREE:

I agree very strongly wit~ the stateme~t,
and have only slight or m~nor.reservations
or exceptions to make to it, if any.
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